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Dr. William Wall Faculty Contract Under Review 
By Patricia M. McGinnis signed by the Board of State College SGAs, along 
·Regen ts and by the with Bridgewater SGA Attor-
The newly ratified contract MSCA/MT A-NEA. The fund- ney Hadge and Salem State 
P IF t between the Board of Att J h T. By au os er ing allocations, however, will orney o n ierney, are 
Regents of Higher Education not go into effect unless Gov- presently working on strate-
Dr. William J. Wall, a pro- and the Massachusetts State ernor Dukakis and the State gies to insurethat,as stated in 
fessor of Biology at BSC for College Association/Massa- Legislature opt to fund the a letter to Gov._Dukakis: "stu-
28 Years, died last Thursday chusetts Teachers Associa- d t' · ht and freedoms Faculty contract. en s rig s . 
· Card'nal Cush1'ng Hospital t'1on-NEA will reduce the ·11 t b h d in 1 · A great deal of confusion WI no e encroac e or 
· B o kton wh'1le recovering number of student and admi- · f · d · th f t " 
in r c • has arisen in the past two tn nnge upon in e u ure · 
from a stroke, suffered three nistrative representatives on weeks over which Higher In a letter to Dr. Gerard lnde-
weeks ago. He was 62. the All-College Committee Education Collective Bar- licato of the Governor's 
Dr. Wall was born in North- by two (2) beginni·ng in the gaining agreements had Office of Educational Affairs, 
hampton, the son of the late fall semester. ·been sent by Gov. Dukakisto the SGA's question of W
·11 · and Helen Wall He The new contract will allow " h th t ·t · · 1 
aim · the State Legislature for w e er or no 1 is approp-
. d h'1s bachelor's the committee to function · t'' t · 1 d th. t' receive funding. It was believed that nae o inc u 8 e crea ion 
degree in· entomology from with five (5) faculty mem- the faculty contract had and the control of the 
t·he Un1·vers1'ty· of Massachu- bers,three (3) administrative 0 · · M k' p already gone to the House of ec1s1on- a 1ng rocess, Setts at Amherst 
·1n 1942 Dur- members and three(3) stu- t· 1 I th All c 11 
· Representatives. This is not par 1cu ar Y e -. o ege 
ing World War II, he served as dent members, with the addi- true. The contract is cur- Committee ( s) ' in the 
a ll
·eutenant with the 8th tional provision that the (F It ) t t t II" Th 
rently under legal review by auc Y con rac a a . e Reconnal
·sance Troop of the All-.College Chairperson SGA' h · t t 
the Governor's legal counsel, s ope is o crea e, 8th Infantry Dl
·vs1·on and was must .be a faculty member. t bl' h d I t I based on questions pres- es a IS , an regu a e co~ 
awarded the Purple Heart. These changes in the student ented for the SGAs of the lege governance. and to 
Oncethewarwasover,Dr. Photo:CommunltyServices' ahd administrative All- . ' I r. r . 
College dec·151·on-mak'ing State Colleges by Matt insure equa par 1c1pa ion in Wall did his graduate work at I M 0 h th All c 11 9 decision-making process for the University of Massachu- n em 0 ry representation are enacted onog. ue, e - o e e students, administration a·nd 
Setts and the University of 111 • • because the contract was Committee Secretary, and . 
'------------- SGA Attorney Donald faculty alike. California at Davis, where he 
.~,:••111i.~rM:nli1"~19~11i. ~i!i~i. ~-~-~~-a-~11~:•ra•. --!~~~F"'':~~"~'~~1~.~~,~~.~~mfts,~.~1f1·~r~~~~t~~~~~~· _.!a~8~;ir.~~~e";;~~~~~r~f ;;:alTfiitTofi'Wi~dl 
University of Massachuett.s ·served as director of the alorie, but, rather on how the I ·. · . · . · I 
as an instuctor and l~ter was Bridgewater Co-operative students. assigned ·-to hi~ f While students were enjoy- the action so students could I 
a teacher and research Bank and was·president for charg~,were affected by.t11e1r ing their Spring Break, The have a say in the policy. i 
assistant at the University of the past 18 years. experiences here at Bridge- J Board of Regents of Higher The Board oJ Regents pol- i 
CaliforniaatDavis.Walllater Theentomologistwasvery water,'' said Professor feducationtookthelibertyto icy mandates that students I 
became an assistant profes- ·instrumental in getting the George Weygand .. ~eygandt I raise the tuitions of state col- bear up to 33% of the totc:JI 
1 sor at the University of New Catholic Center· established a profes~or of.physics, had a f leges and univen~Jties._ cost of education, which! 
York at Albany. on campus and was very friendship with Wal!, _that I For Bridgewater, the means another increase for i 
Dr. Wall came to BSC in active in it. "William Wall was spa~ned 27 years. Sin~e f increase means a Mke from Bridgewater students the fol- I 
1956 and became very active a man who never lost sight of coming to the co~lege in i $845 a semester to $972. That lowing year. i 
both on and off campus. He the distinction betw.een right 1956, Wall had .received thel · increase will mean that stu- The other schools that are f 
was an entomologist and an and wron·g",said Father resp~ct •. confiden?e and dents will be paying for 32% effected by the tuition i 
·authority on the greentiead Joseph McNama,ra, of the ad m 1 rat1 on of his col- I of the total cost of their edu- increases are as follows: Uni- i 
fly. The professor was a Catholic Center. "He never leagues," said Weygand at i cation as opposed to the versity of Massachusetts · 
member of the team of wanted anything for himself the eulogy of Dr. Wall.He al~o I 29. 7% they were paying (increase from s1, 129 to I 
scientists that developed a that he didn't want for anyone expressed the fact that h.e will I before. $1,298; 25.9%), Southeastern I 
small box that was used to else"~ Father McNamara miss Dr. Wall very n:1uch. The new policy was Massachusetts University I 
trap flies in the marshes of knew Wall for seven and one Dr. Wall, a resid~nt . of i approved on a 10-2 vote des- and Lowell University ($969 j 
Cape Cod. His findings half years. · Bridgewater, leaves his wife, · pite a plea from the State Stu- to $1, 114; 30.8%), All st~te i 
gained worl.dwide attention. "Bill took 'his responsibility Marv. a dauqhter! Mary Jane I ~ent A:ssociati.on representa- colleges (from $~45 to $972; i 
In 1981 the State College to the college and particu- See -WALL P· 23 I t1ve Mike Ferrigno to uphold 32%), Community colleges i 
Board of Trustees awarded larly to the students very I (S634 to $729: 26.,7%). . 
Photo: Ed Donahue 
':"~~..-....-......-. ......... ~~MllBIM....,...._....._....._..~.,_.111,.....c,._.1.._.,.>-.c~.....,.,,_.....J 
The Duke Speaks at ·BS C 111°11111•111•11111011m:•u·~··111-1 By Kim Murphy th~ Governor had to spend C}t involved) in 'the tuition hikes.~ Ins Ide I 
Bndgewat~r, to get . a fe.w How do you feel about51imHHlllllllllllllllHIWllllllHllffllmlllE words with the him, in them?" = :: 
Governor Michael Dukakis regards to some of the devel- Dukakis: "Well: I made a; No Comment § 
attended an Educational opmentstohaveeffectedstu- very strong comm1tmentdur-5 
8 
5 
Convention, Wedne.sday, dents recently. ing the campaign in '82 that I§ p. · i 
March 28 at 7:30 p.m. at the didn't want to see any hikes.i Menu § 
· Burnell School Education Comment: "Hi, I'm Kim until we came up with a pol-§ . ji 
,complex. Due to the tragedy Murphy .... " icy that. people could under-§ P· 4 5 
of the death of the· Milton Dukakls: "Oh hi, how do stand. The Regents (who are§ Shoe § 
police officer, Gov. Dukakis you do?" directly involved with tuitiohi 
3 
§ 
had to leave the convention Comment: "I'm a reporter hikes) have now begun to qoi P· i 
early in order to visit the offic-. from the Bridgewater State just that for the very first time. i Anna Bolena i 
er's widow. College (newspaper) The. That instead of just saying i ·p S § 
During his speech, Duka- Comment. 1This year we will go up a§ · • § 
.kis stressed the importance ·oukakls: "You are? hundred, and next year we§!5 Collicut, Baker, § 
of education and the support Terrific!" will go upfifty, and nextyeari and Runge 5 
of teachers by the govern- Comment: "I would like to we·11 go up -two hundred, i . ; 
ment. Most of his comments ask you a few questions, if they're trying to provide§ p. 21 ; 
were greet~d by the applause you don't min.d.': - . some guidelines whete by§ GER Hearings · ! 
of an appreciative audience. Dukakis: "Fire away!" tuition will be set at some per-; · -
16 
I 
This reporter managed, in Comment: "Okay. I know 5 p. . & 
f h I k f . h ( . . d' ti S DUKE 17 E = spite o ·t e ac o time t at that you are in .irec Y ee P· . ifimlllHllHIHHllllllllllHllHlllHlllllUllHllE 
F_rom the Off ice l!f _ 
The 1st Vice President ... 
outside_ th~. bookstore~ to 
David Carreiro, ·the Elections 
Director, and not withstand-
ing the s"enators who tabu-
late the ballots. 
Further details shall be forth-
coming in subsequent Com-
ment issues. ~ 
On a more personal note, I 
would. like to thank various 
individuals for their dedi-
cated work which I and your 
constituents must acknowl-
edge. Individuals such as 
Judy Henry and Christine 
Quinn should duly be 
thanked for their efforts con-
cerning the GER Subcom-
mittee hearings and likewise 
Matthew Donoghue and Car-
rie Kulick for their noble 
effort and dedication in serv-
ing the students here at BSC 
with respect to their relent-
less endeavor.in the matterof 
the contract between the 
faculty of SSC/Massachu-
setts Teachers Association 
and the Board of Regents of 
Higher Education of the 
Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts. I would also like to 
acknowledge David Carreiro 
for an outstanding job as 
Elections Director. As rumor 
has it, you will not be manag-
. ing the Spring elections in as 
much as you are planning to 
campaign for the 1st Vice 
President's seat. Good Luck! 
On behalf of the Executive 
Board and myself, I would 
like to take time out to reflect 
on past, present and future 
SGA events. 
The SGA 2nd Vice Presi-
dent, Carrie Kulick, primarily 
was responsible for the suc-
cess of "Homecoming Wee-
kend" and I heartily 
congratulate her on a fine 
job. I was pleased with the 
student turnout at the SGA 
sponsored events. I hope to 
see such turnouts this spring 
during Heritage week~ 
Most students I hope are 
aware of the Tennis Court 
renovation project that the 
President and myself have 
been working on from the 
very onset of our election last 
spring. I am delighted tc 
inform you that we have no 
less than $23,000 to begin our 
campus project. We will 
begin soliciting contracts 
with construction companies 
now and hope to break 
ground v,:th actuaf construc-
tion by the end of April/early 
May. The project will be 
accompanied by shrubs, 
bushes, etc. to help beautify 
the entire area. This project, 
as I am sure some of you can 
recall last spring, was one of 
the key campaign promises 
tha.t Paul A. Dobson ran on 
last spring. He has been 
arduously working on the 





Bill Brassil1 Paul Foster, 






Mike Storey, . 
Douglas Benson · 
Contributing Writers: 
At this point, I would like to 
thank the Senate·for partici-
Executive Board his dream pating in the SGA Profiles. 
· looks very real. Dr. Rondileau The objective was twofold: 
and his administrative staff the first aim was to familiarize 
have been especially cooper- the student body with the 
ative.Sothisspringifyousee representatives, and t,he 
trucks, blacktop rollers, and second was to give the repre-
construction workers about; sentatives a means of reach-
you will personally witness ing out to their constituents. 
the. 1983-84 SGA commit- Realizing the positive results, 
ment to you, a campaign we will continue these pro-
promise fellow students, "the files through the remainder 
goods delivered". of this semester. I would like 
As for myself, I have been to thank The Comment and 
called everything, including its staff for making these pro-
" Emperor Napoleon". How- files possible. 
ever, I have tried to exemplify I would now like to focus 
responsible leadership in the on my most memorable and 
. SGA. My attitude toward our fulfilling accomplishment. As 
role as student leaders is your 1st Vice President, my 
derived from the responsibil- main objective in my cam-
ity entailed as representa- paign format last year was a 
tives of our constituents. If music system for the Til-
one is unfamiliar with ·the ling hast Dining Hall. The idea 
magnitude of the SGA funds, was well received by Student 
please pay particular atten- Services, namely Vice Presi-
tion to the following. We dent Deep. I feel a greatgrati-
exclusively provide all mane- fication when fellow students 
tary means for clubs and comment that the system has 
organizations on the campus made dining much more 
including the Executive pleasurable. The selection of 
budget whiCh alone approxi- stations and volume of the 
In regard to Mr. Paul Dob-
son, my fellow compatriot, 
"We've worked through some 
difficult times, haven't we? 
We go out with our heads 
held high." I am confident 
that all will enjoy an out-
standing final half of the 
spring semester. 
Good luck, Paul You 
climbed over the C.C.'s wall 





1st Vice President 
Student Government Asso-
ciation 
Letter to the 
Editor 
mates $70,000. Members of music is controlled by the kit- Dear Editor, Many students protested to 
the SGA are given a rare chen staff and to those of the · On Monday March 26, a their lab instructors who in 
opportunity to directly affect staff who maintain the sys- riot nearly occurred in the turn discussed with Dr. Street 
in an accountable way the tern I would like to issue a Library Lecture Hall with 350 all the students' concerns. At 
direction of funds. It is imper- hearty thanks. students. ·A mid-term exam 10:15 it was announced there 
tant to note that these funds Looking ahead toward had been scheduled for all would be no midterm until 
originate from the student spring, the SGA will 9ircum- 700 students in Dynamics of the next class. 
body's SGA fees. Therefore, vent much of its energy to the Human Communication, the I'm glad that the exam Vt(aS 
in all actuality the association activities of the Heritage Day Friday before vacation. How- not held, however I think that 
acts as a custodian acting Parade. The SGA has allo- ever as everyone knows, a the Communication Depart-
collectively deciding the sum cated the hefty sum of $3,000 snow. day occurred whi.ch ment never should have 
that organizations receive.· to this year's .parade and is gave 1 everyone an unex- planned it for Monda~~ The 
Whi.le members of the ~G,A. . very hopefu,l t~at i.t will be a pect,ep early vacation. students . had . no way of 
Me~s~n~~~r~~~d-~~ra~~-~ee~-~~:·:~~t~o~·~·~O~U~l'~&~A~&~·~~~j~dR~d~s~~,•l~i~S•1~e~t~w~1•1~1~!•~~~1~1~~~~-~··~-~~~-w~ 
cutio.n bf Junds,~membe.rs,,..of~ .. --Daulfi.-.wdlsoi;;i....,.~~(ad@ denk attend a lecture class .· going to be held. Many stu-
the student body are in turn Director, and to the Parade on Mondays. Many students, dents had studied before 
responsible for electing . Committee. The parade will including me, reached the vacation, but had no time to 
these ~epresentatives. Please be held on May 5 at 9:00 a.m. concl,usion that the midterm restudy. · 
keep in mind that the candi- but the location ol its begin- would probably be resche- I want to offer a couple of 
dates running for office this ning has not yet be.en ascer- duled for the following Wed- suggestions if this happens 
spring will be devoting time tained. It is my pleasure to be nesday. However, at 9:50 _ in the future not only to this 
and energy so make an earn- one of the two Parade Mar- a.m., :ruinors started circLilat- department,: but to other 
est effort to vote. Experience shals; the other being Paul ing that the exam would be departments as well. First, at 
has shown me that all are Dobson. The Grand Marshals held.panic aros'e through the the beginning of the semes-
i nvolved ln .the election pro- will be Marine Major Chester Lectu:re Hall quickly. At 10:00 ter when discussing make-up 




Gregory 'c. Mathis 
Managing Ed_itor 
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. All submissions must be received b 
2:00 p.m. 
Spring 1984 Publication Schedule 
All of the following dates are Thurs-
days and are subject to change. 
Apr 5, 12, 26, May 3, -10 ....... ; ... . 
Lawerence· Allen, Bonnie Bowden 
Joyce Turnbull, Laura Donahue 
John Marciano 
Editor: Ed Donahue Staff: Chris Harwood, 
Elizabeth Norton, Ed Santilli 
\ 
The Comm:ent is a student supporte..d and 
operated weekly newspaper serving the 
academic community of Bridgewater State 
College. Editorial policy is determined by 
the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the 
Editorial Board. Re;..publication of all mate-. 
rial herein is prohibited without the 
expressed written permission of the Editor-
in-Chief .. All materials submitted become 
the property of The Comment. Letters to 
the Editor are encouraged but may be 
limit~d to 250 wo~ds or less and must be 
typed .. Letters, classified advertisements 
and aH other written materials are subject 
to ?ondensation. Advertising rates are 
ava.1lable upon request. Any person wish-
ing to join The Comment should contact 
eit~er the Editor-in-Cl)jef or the Managing 
Editor. All correspon1dence should be 
addressed . to The Comment, Student 
Un.ion Building, Bridgewater State College, 
Bridgewater; MA 02324. TelephonE:l: 
(617)697-1200, ext. 2158. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Senatevoteunanimouslylast 
night to sponsor an All-Ages 
dance to follow the upcom-
\ 
ing Spring Concert. Of 
course, President Dobson 
i was not present to hear dis-
cussion about this event at 
either the executive board or 
the Senate meeting. We can ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-only hope that you are plan-
There once were two sena- SGA, Paul Dobson. Paul, ning alternative entertain-
tors who hopped to the Shoe, your attendance is atrocious, ment for those people who 
complete with whiskers, a showing lack -of responsibil- are not 20 or do not get into 
tail, and rabbit ears too! ity and interest, and a far cry the Rathskellar. We stress 
What's up, Docs? from serving the needs of the once again that you should 
We would like to commend students. We have seen simply withdraw. Any stu-
senators Henry and O'Con- unjustified use of veto power dents who have questions 
nell for their imagination and which has been used with about his veto should call him 
good humor two weeks ago much consideration and res- at the SGA. 
at the meeting. The ears must ervation in the past. Perhaps At arms, at arms, Elections 
mean that your trying to if you showed up for a meet- are near. Well, our Sergeant 
listen more for the correct ing you could e).{press your with Big Arms has taken his 
times for the meetings. concerns instead of wasting new role as Elections Dicta-
We also want to congratu- the Senate's valuable and tor seriously. He sent the 
late Napoleon Kutcher on productive time ~Y vetoing sign-up sheet around to the 
finding his Josephine. We motions: We think you Senate with their names 
wish you the best of luck, but should ask Matt Donoghue to already on it so they would 
watch out for Waterloo, tutor you on how to be a Pres- know what classes to cut. He 
Napoleon Dicky Dacky Doo. ident. Your grade ..... F. We also hap· published the 
Another note: please take recommend you withdraw- winners of the April election 
care of yourself, you seem to -the final is hard. and everything has run 
be catching Dobsonitis--- Other senators wtio have _smoothly. If anyone has any 
leaving meetings before they attendance pr·oblems which problems with his new elec-
are finished, tsk tsk. Better severely affect their grades tions procedures you can talk 
watch out! It's c~tching. include Senators McNamara, to him. Don't call us!!! 
The time is near when all Mankavech, Manzo, Num- ·on a more serious note we 
good little boys and girls melin, and Hayes. And where wish Senator Mccarron the 
must bring their grades home have you been, Attorney best of luck and have confi-
to Mom and Dad. Yes, we are General Magoon? 1st V.P. dence that he will serve as 
talking about Mid-semester Kutcher needed you a last well as his predecessor. 
warnings. Since the list is night's meeting! Your grade: Treasurer Meneses has 
quite lengthy for the SGA this A borderline D. We recom- announced that club budgets 
semester, we will mention mend immediate improve- will be done on April 12. we 
only those who will flunk Stu-_ ment and that you buy a would like to remind all clubs 
dent Government 101 if they calendar. to meet and decide what 
do not learn their politics. To One issue we feel should activities you would like to 
start, the invincible, or should be addressed is another veto 
we say invisible, leader of the by President Dobson. The See SHOE p. 23 -----
------------------~-~~-----------------~-~----
,,, 
------~----------------~---Any citizen of the United· who are eighteen Y.ea.rS' .of 
States who is a Massachy- age or older, to. vote shall not 
setts resident and who.will be be denied or abridged by the 
18 years old by election day United States or by any state 
may register to vote. because of age. 
You must register, to vote; Section 2: The Congress 
Registration closings occur: shall have the power to 
28 days before presiden- enforce this article by 
tial primaries, and regular appropriate legislation. 
state elections. These amendments along 
20 days before city or with the rest of the Constitu-
town elections, town meet- tion, would never have been 
i ngs, special primaries and adopted if not for the votes of 
special elections. the people of the United 
10 days before special States. They helped to shape 
town meetings. ' 
·~~-~-~ d 'states then for 
noY.t; let's .help, shape these 
Unite.d States now for tomor-
row. If yo~u need information 
on candidates justask or call. 
and it will be there for the 
taking. · 
Make the platforms, the 
proposals and new articles 
your business and V-0-T-E. 
"You've. got clout...use it." 
BSC Voter Registration 
Coalition 
If you register during a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
"closed" period, you will be 
eligible to vote only in later 
elections. 
A lot of students through-
out the United States know 
they can vote, and some 
actually want to vote, but it 
always comes down to the 
final phrase, ... I have no say in 
the government, electi.ons or 
public affairs. The following 
is for those who feel that way: 
Amendment XV 
March 30, 1870. 
Section 1 :The right of citi-
zens of the United States to 
vote shall n<;>t be denied or 
abridged by the United 
States or by any state on 
account of race, color or pre..: 
vious condition of servitude. 
Section 2: The Congress 
sh al I have the power to 
enforce this article by 
· appropriate legislation. · 
And for those who feel they 
h~ve no say due to age, this is 
for you: 
Amendment XXVI 
July 5, 1971 
Section 1: The right of citi-
zens of the United States, 





10:45 p.m - 1:45 a.m. 
3:30 a.m.-6:30 a.m~ Mon. - Fri. 
(Load. and Unload Trucks) 
ON CAMPUS INTE~VIEWS/Mon., Apr. 9 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM 
Green Room -Student Union 
*SIGN UP and FILL OU1 APPLICATION IN T-6 
For more information visit the Student Employment Referral Service · 
office located on the ground. floor of Tillinghast Hall (T-6) 
Thursday, AprU 5, 1984 The.Comment 
Announcements 
Library Lost and Found 
The Clement· C. Maxwell Library reports that it is holding· 
three calculators, 3 Cross pens, 1 headset radio and 1 man's 
watch in its lost and found department. 
These items may be claimed at the library circulation desk 
by their owners upon furnishing an accurate description of 
them, from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday. If weekend pickup is desired, the 
library should be called during the above hours to make the 
necessary arrangements. 
Orientation Leader Applications 
Orientation Leader Application Forms are now available in 
the Office of Student Services for the 1984-1985 New Student 
Orientation Program. Submission Deadline ls April 6, 1984. 
Health works 
On Saturday, April 7, students of Bridgewater.State College 
will participate io the annual Healthworks held atthe Westgate 
Mall in Boston from 10-4 p.m. Topics- covered at this year's 
Healthworks include information on current health issues and 
a free self-test on how to recognize stress factors in your life. 
Healthworks is sponsored by Channel Five of Boston and 
Goddard Medical Associates of Brockton. 
Freshman Pre-Registration for Fall 
Freshmen who entered in Janua.ry 1984-You will be advised 
through the Freshman Center. You should arrange for aan 
appointment throught he secretary in the Freshman Center. If 
you are unsure who your adviser is you will be able to check 
the list poster in the center office. You should also see that 
adviser for any assistance during the restof the semester. 
Freshmen who entered in September 1983 - You will be 
advised through the major you have chosen. A list of advisers 
will be posted outside each department. (If you wish to change 
your major you must do this by getting a change of major card 
from the Registrar's Office and getting the necessary signa-
tures.) Any other assistance you need during the remainder of 
the semester you should see ydur adviser in the Freshman 
Center. You will be seeing your adviser in the major depart-
ment only for pre-registration assistance. All Freshmen who 
are Undeclared and who entered in September 1983 should 
arrange for pre-registration assistance through the secretary 
in the Freshman Center. 
Freshmen who entered prior to September 1983 should see 
their department adviser as \isled. . 
. , . Ptease .. feel-.fr.:eeto.c.beck..w.Uh .the .. Er~§b.m~oJ~~[!.t~r 1fy<:)u 
have any que.s;tlons on this. process. 
Student Union· Positions 
Applications for Student Union emptoyment positions are 
now available in the ~tudent Union l.nto Booth. · 
. Law Club Nominations 
The LawClubwiHbe.holding nominations forofficersofthe ' 
school year J984-5. Alf those interested in being nominated, .. 
please attend the Law Club meeting, Tuesday, April 10 at 
11 :00 in room L340 in the Library.· Job responsibilities will be 
discussed then. 
Ov~rseas StUdy Seminar 
On Tuesday, April i 0, 1984, the Office of Student Services 
will be sponsoring a one hour information session regarding 
overseas studies opportunities and summer work abroad; 
This meeting will yake place from 11-12 in the Student Uniont 
room 842. All are invited to attend. 
Coffee House 
The Bridgewater State College Choral Society will hold a 
Coffee House on April 10 from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in the 
Catholic Center. Refreshments will be served. Admission is 
Free. 
State College Mµsic Festival 
The BSC Choral Society will be sponsoring the State Col-
lege Music Festival to be held Saturday April 14 in the Student 
Union. Admission is free. Concerts will begin at 9:30 a.m. and 
will continue all day. Colleges participating are North Adams, 
Fitchburg, Salem, and BSC. 
Financial Aid Recipients , 
The financial aid monies are in and may be picked.up at the 
Student Payment Office located in Boyden Hall. All students 
are required to sign the payment roster even if your entire 
disbursement is owed to the school. 
"Prejudice and Pride" , 
A faculty lecture with Dr. Charles Fanning, will be held on 
Tuesday, April 1 O, at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union Green 
Room. 
Dr. Fanning will be exploring the prejudices and discrimina-
tions against the 19th century Irish American. (Sponsored by 
the Student Union Program Committee). 
Count Basie 
Sunday, April 8, 1984-- Count Basie and His Orchestra will 
perform in the Student Union Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Tickets 
are still available in the Student Union Information Booth: 
$7.50 BSC ID, $10.00 for Senior Citizens, and $15.00 for the 
general public. Two tickets for each BSC ID may· be. pur-
chased at the $7 .50 price. More can be purchased at the higher 
prices. (Sponsored by SUPC). · 
Thursday, April 5, 1984 
Commentary 
By Bo Decker 
I really don't know how to 
start off this article. 
So I'll start off by saying 
that I'm not a pessimist, nor a 
complete optomist. What I 
am is perplexed and-aggra-
vated. And I'm also a college 
student as most of your read-
ers are. And that means I'm a 
"doer", a person with a goal 
and the drive to do it. But it's 
very frustrating, you know, 
when there are a few obsta-
cles of ignorance in your way 
which shouldn't be there and 
you have to wait until it 
leaves, or you leave, or you 
become the greater. And I 
will never be greater than the 
American people. 
"What is he talking about?" 
whispers a little plebe. 
"Something important, I 
hope," shushes a big plebe. 
What I'm talking about is all 
this bureaucracy and com-
plaining which is holding us, 
the American people, back, 
keeping us from driving onw-
ard to a better future. And this 
hurts the students in the 
heart because it always 
seems'to be us who want to 
modify or redesign present 
systems into our own ideas. 
And these ideas are modern, 
applicable; not annoying, 
used up. 
What I'm babbling about 
are solutions. ones that 
MASSPf RG seems to avoid 
or forget (must the paper-
work be so tall). For instance: 
-unemployment (yetthereis 
always training shops for 
future jobs in space); 
-fraudulent waste of money 
in public utilities and Depart-
ments (like Mass. Rehabilita-
tion and no contract monies 
for 5 months) (how do they 
hire teachers: they can't or 
won't); 
-nuclear power (it's really an 
asset that is self-supplying); 
-nuclear weapons are 
already obsolete so why 
worry about them; 
-equality (Let's drop the 
game. We all know we're 
equal and all binds are gone.) 
(Never mind.} 
There are many imagina-
tive solutions to all these 
problems, like some possibil-
ities I've mentioned. But eve-
rybody seems to be 
neglecting to worry· about 
these things. 
I once read a story where 
many people had left earth to 
seek more progress; and they 
were shunned by those left in 
steer caves on earth, who, of 
course, preferred to remain 
bunched together. No prob-
lem. They can stay. When 
some of them seek the out-
side there should be no more 
land to fight over. 
But that's not what our 
problem is. The problem is 
we are not going anywhere. 
We have sat still so Jong that 
our muscles are rotting. 
Computer technology has 
microed so much I can video-
tape my mother and play 
back on my fingernail '(this 
way l · .cal! c~rry ·her .ciro.u.pd 
Menu .at Tilly 
and the Hill 
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Assorted Cold Cereals 
Fresh Fruit 












Chicken Noodle Soup 
Cheese Pizza 





Fish Stix on a Bun 
Baked Beans 
Cauliflower 





French Onion Soup 
Shaved Roast Beef 
on a Bulkie 
·American Chop Suey 
Home Fries 
Broccoli 
Soup Du Jour 
Cheese Pizza 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Fresh Chicken Quarters 
B?ked Macaroni l!< Cheese 
Parsley Boiled. Potato 
Green Beans w/Bacon Bits 
Mixed Vegetables 
,.,..,,. .. · 
Clam Chowder 
Baked Fish w/ _Lemon 
Stuffed Manicotti 
.Potato au Grautin 
Peas w/onions 
Corn 
Vegetable Beef SOup 
Roast Loin of Pork 




French OniOi' Soup 
BBQ 0,hicken 
Supt'!r Bacon Burgers 
French Fries 
Zuchini in Tomato 
Cauliflower 
Soup Du Jour 
Pepper Steak w/onions 
Baked Macaroni & Cheese 
Sliced Beets 
on a Sub.Roll 
Ham Steak w/sliced 
Pineapple French Fries 
Clam Chowder 
Fish Square on a bun 
Meatloaf w/gravy 
Mashed Potato 







Lasagna w/Meatsau,..e # 
Broccoli 
Corn Chowder Corn Chowder 
Cheese Dreams .w/bacon Yankee Pot Roast 
Chicken Pot Pie w/Biscult Jardinere 
Mexican Corn Pork Sausage w/Gravy 
Potato Puffs .. Chinese Mixed Vegetables 
Fried Rice 
Wax Beans 
"Let's lead ... not be followers" 
wherever I go). But it has also 
caused us to sit at the desk 
much longer in front of a 
cathode-ray tu be and suck 
electrons. 
By the way, I'm not cam-
paigning for anything except 
my Peace of Mind. I don't 
want to be swallowed by the 
muck and mire of stagnation. 
And you will if you .. believe 
that "someone else will find a 
way." 
NASA opened the doors of 
Interplanetary travel; tele-
communications and busi-
ness are becoming cellular; 
intercontinental communica-
tion is everywhere, including 
Smoken, Pa.; and China is no 
loner secluded or ignored by 
the rest of the world. The only 
tactic Russia has to try and 
defeat us is by throwing in 
our faces our own fear of 
NUCLEAR WAR. Oooohh ... 
Scary! HELP ME!!! Come on, 
only the feeble minded real-
ize this. They don't want a 
war. If we dee I ared war 
tomorrow, Russia would just 
about wet her pants. She 
wants her philosophy to ser-
vice, too. 
Let's lead, people; let's not 
be followers. We have usually 
been the moral leader of the 
world but keep falling dov\ . ., 
every time we get too carried 
away. 
What I'm talking about is a 
movement. 
"Oh no. Will we get 
arrested?" cries the little 
plebe. 
"No, just spend some 
money on a dream," smiles 
the big plebe. 
I don't mean to get nation-
alistic, but that's the theme of 
this article. Why not? There's 
nothing wrong with having 
the spirit of our founding 
fathers. ff you're nervous, just 
read a little history. 
I'm a dancer, not a fraud. 
MEMO 
!O: COiel·EGE S~EHS 
FBOM: HU OR MISS STORES . 
And I'll tell you this; I'm start-
ing on my children's future 
right now. I'm wrong if I 
blame someone else who's 
been do1nQ the job for 45 
years. He's been so dissasso-
ciated from the rest of life he 
forgot that his is not the only 
functioning component. It's 
our responsibility, not some 
Fat Cat in a Top Hat. 
Here's an address. The 
paper says you never 
respond, and you say you do; 
so here's your chance. Am I 
sick or are we all suffering 
from an imaginary disease? 
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SPRING sun AND DBESS Olrl'ER 
Is your graduation near? Are you on your way to career 
interviews? 
IF SO, NOW'S THE TIME TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS! 
Hit or Miss~America' s finest off-price women's specialty 
store is now offering college students an additional 
20o/o· OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES ON 
ANY SUIT OR DRESSl * 
We want YOU to create the successful, professional 
in).age. Bring in this coupon to your nearest Hit or Miss® 
Store and w,e will insure that., you are ready to 
'DRESS FOB SUCOESS! 
-------·---- ----------- ----.--Hanover Mall, 1775 Washington St., Hanover,': 826-9963,,. 
VIiiage Mall, 95 Washington St., Canton, 28·9739 
22 Pleasant Valley, S. Weymouth, 335~9567 
250 East Central .St., Franklin, 528-5945 
444 Quincy Ave., Braintree, 843·9767 
1146 Nahatan St., Norwood, 762·9887 
69 Belmont St., Brockton, 583·7598 
lyanoogh Road~ Hyannis, 775.9557 
·; .. 11.g 
.ENTER~T-AINMENT. 
A 'Most Impressive' Anna Bolena 
By Nancy DuPont 
Anna Bofona, performed by the fabulous orchestra, and six Lord Ricardo Percy for Anna. 
Boston Concert Opera Com- magnificent voices. the Queen. Anna is accused of 
pany, March 9 and 11, at Jordan As an opera novice, my escort adultery as a result of Lord Per-
Hall in Boston. Music by Gae- for the evening had some reser- cy's attentions, and is sentenced 
ta no Donizetti; libretto by vations about going to an opera, to death even though she is guilt-
Felice Romani. especially one in Italian, but less. Giovanna becomes the.new 
Bostoll-Admit it. When when the final note was sung we Queen. 
· someone says .. opera'", the first both agreed that for anyone who Wendy White, the mezzo-
things that come to mind are enjoys music in any form the soprano singing the part of Gio-
s nob bis h people peering evening was a success. Except, vanna, was, according to my 
through odd little glasses at a fat of course, for the time when my opera-ignorant (pardon the 
soprano wearing fake blond escort yelled "Bravo!" when tlie term) escort, enchanting to 
braids and? horned hat, singing soprano was taking her bows. listen to. Despite the fact that 
in an exaggerated vibrato in a How embarrassing~ the only Italian I know will only 
language you don't understand Anna Bolena is a tragic opera set get me lunch at Papa Gino's, f 
a word of. Anna Bolena was, in London in the 16th century could feel the mood conveyed by 
admittedly, entirely in Italian, which involves the love of the the· unfamiliar words both in 
but there were no elaborate set- King, Enrico VIII, for one Gio- Ms. White's voice and the 
tings or costumes; just a stage, a vann~ Seymour, and the love of orchestra. Despite the lack of 
scenery and other dramatic 
paraphernalia, she more than 
succeeded in setting the stage 
with her voice alone. 
Mary Shearer, making her 
Boston debut as Anna, dazzled 
the Boston audiences with 
breathtakingly agile arias that 
seemed to float effortlessly from 
her throat to the very roof of 
cavernous Jordan Hall. She 
launched herself into her music 
with an intensity and fervor that 
left m~,~and I imagine many oth-
ers, gasping for breath on the 
edges of our seats. Equally 
wonderful to hear was Terry 
Cook, whose solid bass was 
appropriate for the somewhat 
limiteq .role of Enrico VIII. 
Mo.st impressive, however, 
was tenor Carroll Freeman, who 
seemed tO be having such a goocf 
time singing and being onstage 
that it was fun to watch him as 
well as listen to him. Mr. Free-
man is exciting and expressive, 
and I hope to hear more from 
him in the future. 
Don't: consider yourself an 
opera buff? Not into Italian 
singing? Don't knock it until 
you've tried it. 
-------------------------------. ~-----------------------











This Monday night, April 9th, ABC-TV will be broadcasting I 
the S~th ann~al Acac:Jemy _Awards. Here's your chance to pick : by Robert Flynn, that darn 
the _winners in ~he six ma1or categories and win prizes too! 1 guy. 
.. L1s.t your cho1~e for the following six categories on the Jines I . . . 
provided: Best Picture, Actor, Actress, Supporting Actor, Sup- I First a note concermng the 
porting Actress, and Director. I passing of a family member. 
The person with the most answers correct will win two I The bright/dark spot on the 
1 General Cinema passes. In the event of a tie a lott\3ry \A(ill b(3 I new music scene, the Story-11ar 1•ut11111111u J 1u•1u111n11111(f't ... i illJ.' )fl" ,,,.1ll1Jj~·'··~~~~~(.~.,,, 1'"'111 '11 'T ·:·~~"'"'.'" I• +v I ni ht .club in Kenmore 
Below, the nominations· foreach. categdn:;: ..:.,·~;,i i!i't'IB1111 
with my personal picks - match wits. with the critic ~"' 
ahead, make my day! . . . . . ·. I :• .... ; . . h,i;ls' .:fail[' 1 • • 
Contest only open to Bridgewater State College students, l·mQ~~.t~ry. 
faculty, and alumni. All entries are to be submitted .to The I $fifJ .~/ 
Comment secretary between the hours of 9 A.M. and2 p.M.A • i;anit? ~a/id l.D. must be approved by thesecr~tary: TheentryshoLfld :.clut?s ~Q b . : , .. . >. 
mclude the answers, your name, address, and telephone f Storywlle club sw1tqhed from 
number. · I. an all jazz format about a year 
Due to the short time remaining before April 9th, the dead- I ago and seemed fore:. wh1~eto 
line for entries will be 2 P.M. on Monday April 9th. Get your I be as successful as its netgh-
entry in now, one per person. I bor, the Rat. So long_ you 
My choices: I lucky goofs! Happy trails! 
BEST PICTURE: "The Right Stuff'; I . 
BEST ACTOR: Robert Duvall . I Saturday the 7th 
BEST ACTRESS: Meryl Streep I . ~· 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR: Jack Nicholson I The Channel, 25 Necco St. 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS: Cher I B.oston .451.:.1905. - The 
BEST DIRECTOR: Ingmar Bergman I h1~hl~ toute? au~s1e b~nd-






BEST PICTURE: I much more critical .acclaim 
BEST ACTOR: ·I than the public v~ariety, at CONTEST NUMBER SEVENTEEN 
BEST ACTRESS: I 1east compared to ·some of 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR: 1
1 
their countrymen, (Men. at 1. What was Bruce Wayne;s alma mater in the. T.V. series 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS: I Work for one). The group 1s a "Batman"? 
BEST DIRECTOR: I progressi.ve, energetic 2. What was the Academy Award winning picture for 1976? 
I bunch, and you should go 
I See them. . Wit"" Crossti·re 3. The tug-of-war is an event won by moving backwards. John J. Beaton/Entertainment Editor .. ,, N h thl · · · ·b k d ? I Choir. and The Reflectors. ame two ot er a et1c events won by moving ac war s. 
Here is a list of nominees Supporting Actor - Cha- I · · · · 4. What kind of wood was used to build Noah's Ark (Genesis 
for the 56th annaal Academy rles Durning, "To Be or Not 11 Sunday the 8th 6:14)? · . ·. , · Awards to be aired on ABC- To .Be"; John Lithgow, ·. 
TV on Monday, April 9, 1984: "Terms of Endearment",· Jack I S "ft' 30 JFK 5. How many pints of blood in the average human body? I Jonathan w1 s, . . 
Picture - "The Big Chill:', Nicholson, "Terms of I Street, Cambridge, 445- AND.THEWINNERSOFC~NTES'! NUMBER~IXTEENARE: 
"The Dresser", "The Right Endearment"; Sam Shepard, I 5434_ For a ·different sort of There were no wmners for contest sixteen $tuft", "Tender Mercies", "The Right Stuff"; Rip Torn, I night out, try The Boston Th.ere. was one entry submitted for contest number sixteen 
"Terms of Endearment". "Cross Creek". I Jazz Society All-Star Wood- and 1t did not h.ave· th~ correct ansv:ers. 
Actor - Michael Caine, Supporting Actress - I wind Summit: While after this The ~nswers to contest number sixteen are: -
"Educating Rita"; Tom Conti, Cher, "Silkwood"; Glenn I nig}ltyou may never want to 1. Santiago 
"Reuben, Reuben"; Tom Close, "The Big Chill"; Linda I. hear a clarinet again, the tal- 2. Rudolph 
Courtenay, "The Dresser"; Hunt, "The Year of Living I ented bunch of local jazz 
Robert Duvall, "Tender Mer- Dangerously"; Amy Irving, I QUffs will pe~form an after- 3. Wrigley Field, Chicago 
Gies"; Albert Finney, "The "Yentl"; Alire Woodard, I' noon show from 3 to 6 p.m. 4. Yale Bulldogs, Oregon Ducks, Minnesota Gophers -
Dresser". "Cross· Creek". I An easy way to approach a s. Dopey 
Actress- Jane Alexander, Director - Peter Yates, I Sunday. 
''Test amen t ''; Shir I e y "The Dresser"; Ingmar Berg- I · ·, 
Mac Laine; "Terms of Endear- man, "Fanny and Alexander"; : For a printed transcript of this 
ment"; Meryl Streep, "Silk- ·Mike Nichols, "Silkwood"; I article send $2.50 check or 
v:;ood"~ Ju.Ii~ Walte~s,· Brue~ ~eresford, "Tender 1 money order to the· Robert 
Educatmg Rita ; Debra Win- Mercu~s ; James L Brooks, I Flynn Memorial Book -Fund, 
ger, "Terms of Endearment". "Terms ofEndearment". ! care of The Comment. 
.. ----------------------~-----------. 
Editor's Note: Rule number six, which stated that.all ques-
tions need not be answered In order to win, has been changed, 
effective March 1, 1984 .. In order to qualify for the General 
Cinema passes you must answer~all questio.ns correctly. · 
• J.J.B./Entertainment Editor 
6 · The Comment Thursday, April 5, 1984 
.-------------~---------~---, 
I ~\tS >- oJ", 
I .~ ~ ~ ~ocv· ~~q-
! Classifieds ~t 
:~Q. so; 
1 ~i'eq- ~o~ 
L-~---------------~--~-~--~~-
For Sal~: Kenwood 45 Watt 
per channel stereo reciever-
$100. Pioneer 3 way speaker 
system, 1 year old-$130 pair. 
Call Dave at 326-4614. 
For Sale: Realistic High 
Power Auto Stereo Cassette 
Player with auto eject. Never 
used. For under dash. Ask-
ing $45. Call 871-1264 
between 5-10 p.m. 
Lost: Large silver bracelet. 
Lost somewhere in the Bur-
nell Building. Bracelet has 
sentimental value. If found, 
please contact Pam at 697-
7666. (if possible, call during 
the evening up till 11 :00 p.m. 
For Sale: AM-FM stereo with 
cassette and 8-track-$250 or 
best offer; ·manual type-
writer-$25 .00; miscellane-
• ous records, cassettes, and 
8 tracks-BIO; man's gold-
tone watch, with date, brand 
new-$40.00. Contact Lisa 
Marie at 697-1418, 202 Pope 
Hall. 
Need a babysitter? Some 
weeknights, weekend· days 
and/or nights. If out of walk-
ing distance from the col-
lege, will need a ride. For 
more information, leave 
your ne.me and number for 
Donna at The Comment 
office. 
Wanted~ Mature person to 
share two-bedroom apart-
ment in Brockton on Bus-
line. Avai.lable May 30th, 
$150.00 plus utilities. For 
more info call Lisa at 580-
1363: 
Room to Rent:·Lge. double 
room, twin beds, two large 
closets. parking; kitchen 
For Sale: Electric Guitar, 
Memphis LesPaur imitation, 
two double humbucking 
pickups. Three way selector 
switch, good ·sound and 
action. $150 or best offer. 
Call Gary at 697-5434. 
Room to Rent: Large, fur-
nished room for 2. Parking, 
utilities, kitchen priveleges. 
$40 per week each. South 
Easton. Call 238-4212. 
For sale: Cleveland saxo-
phone. Excellent condition: 
new pads, excellent case, 
neck strap and reeds. $275 or 
best offer. See Sue Timinski 
at the Hill room 216. 
Roommate· needed: Fem.:-1le 
nonsmoker, Brockton apart-
ment, $45 per week, 25 min-
utes from college. Please 
contact Krissi Keenan at 
584-3824. 
For Sale: KRACO car stereo 
with cassette player in good 
condition. $20 takes it. Call 
Gary at 697-5434. 
For Sale: 1973 VW Super 
Beetle, Good Condition, 
$900 or best offer. Call 580-
2730 before 5:00 p.m., 947-
5867 after 6:00 p.m. 
For Sale: Four Cragar Rims 
14" by 6". $100. Two Keys-
tone Klassic Deep Dish Rims 
14", $75. Concord 10-speed, 
$40. Call 767-3616 arw.ti .. me. 
For Rert: Single room, 
private hath, femal.e 
preferred, non-smoker, .1 % 
miles from campus. $35 per 
WP.P.k. C:::Ill fi97-4!=17:1 
I Career Planning & Placement:l 
Lo • • • • • T!L!!!__.......,..llllllllMHllll~~ 
By Anthony Mattallano career that's right for you. that competitive edge you 
When you were in your 
teens growing up, making 
career plans was so easy. 
Remember. you were going 
· to be a doctor, a lawyer or 
maybe even an airline pilot. 
But how many of you are that 
~ure about your career plans 
today? It seems that as we've 
become older the question of 
careers seems to become 
harder and harder, although 
you might be one of the fortu-
nate ones who know what 
career path they want to take. 
But I don't have to tell you 
how competitive employ-
ment is today. After all, do 
you know how to go out there 
and get that job you want? If 
you are not sure about your 
career or how to pursue it, 
ask yourself this question, 
"Have I visited the Career 
Planning and Placement 
Office?" 
It's located in the Student 
Union building on the ground 
floor next to the snack bar 
and has convenient office 
hours (Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m.-
5:00 p.m. Thursd.ay night 5-8 
p.m.). The facility is sup-
ported by a helpful and well-
qualified staff. Over all, the 
CPPO can help you in three 
main ways; they provide self- ' 
analysis, career information, 
and training to develop skills 
in job placement. 
Self-analysis is the proce~s 
of determining and evaluat-
ing yqur ~ki;lls,., values, 
strengths,, weakriesse13,'..:<;!nd 
even your life style. It's a look 
at yourself and learning what 
you do .and like best. From 
there you can begin ·to see if 
your career field really 
reflects your personal inter-
est. Like .a lot of people, you 
may be finding out that the 
major you're studyihg isn't 
Secondly, there is career need in today's job market 
information. Career informa- and are the necessities for 
tion is the primary resource pursuing any career interest 
of the office. There, the entire successfully. Techniques of 
wall, the length of the room. writing a resume that gets 
is a bookshelf. It's loaded you an interview and drafting 
with information. You owe it an effective cover letter bet-
to yourself to get down there ter your chances of making a 
and go through it. After all, do good impression and put you 
you know all there is to know in the lead for the job you 
about your major and the want. CPPO offers a number 
opportunities. in your career of workshops and seminars 
field? At CPPO you can bet- to help you in these areas. 
ter inform yourself and make Also, they can help you set up 
accura~e decisions. They a credential file to keep track 
have a wide variety of sour- · of your experiences and 
ces. Some of the material is teach you job search tech-
printed up by the office staff niques to help you find the 
themselves in order to keep job openings you want. 
you up to date on the most This facility is yours to take 
recent employment situation. advantage of and is paid for 
You can research informa- by a portion of your student 
tion by c~reer, by major, or services fee. You don't need 
some of the other categories an appointment to come iri 
such as careers for women, and just browse around and 
minorities and overseas. pick up some general infor-
Additionally, the office is a mation. You owe it to your-
source of internships. Intern- self, after all, you've helped 
ships offer a unique means of pay for it. But something to 
career information by letting keep in mind, it can only help 
you learn for yourself. you if you help yourself. 
whether or' not a particular So maybe you really want 
field is right for you. to become a doctor, a lawyer, 
Lastly, CPPO can help you or an airline pilot. Find out at 
develop skills in job place- th'e Career Planning and 
ment. These skills give you Placement Office today. 
For The 
Spring Ball 
·;: ... ~) ~,~~n!1fta~~ · fo · t:Cinv'"\i, .. 
with 
Greens, Baby's Breath, & Streamers 
$5.75 
·prlveleges available .. $80 per 
week .. ($40 per person}. 
South Easton. Cal I 23g·A212 
after 5 p.rn. · 
Wanted: 2 females to rent 
apartment June 1st-Aug 30. 
Full kitchen, bath, livin-
groom, and own room .. $120. 
p~r/month per/person. 
Parking available. Refunda .. 
ble security deposit.·. Call 
Cathy at 697-4820 after 4:00 
p.m. 
For Sale: World Book Dic-
tionary, 2-:books, classical 
bin.ding, Brand New. $60.00. 
Cal 1 ·Beth· at 587 .:.0784; 
For Sale; 197 4 Chevy Vega. 4 
sp. standard. Very Depend a,. 
.b\e. Great on gas. $500 or · 
best offer. Call 697 -3791: 
. what you thought it would be' 
ike. Or perhaps your parents 
vvere a strong influence. So 
vvhat direction do you take? 
Ifs ;a tough decision and 
CPPO can lend a hand. 
Nosegays, Corsages and Boutonnieres 
Walker's 
·Flowers Inc. 
For Sale: 1974 Toyota 
Coro I la. Rebuilt Rngine, 
new paint. Like new. Must 
sell $2000. Call Terry at 947-
. 5071 evenings.· 
For Sale: 1975 Chevy 
Monza, excellent condition,. 
Reliable commuting car. For 
more informatio.n, call 746-
7518. $1700 or best offer. 
Help Wanted: Need extra 
help in Accounting I prefera-
bly by an Accounting major. 
Pay negotiable. Call Ph~I at. 
238-4212, evenings. 
Airplane Rides over the col-
lege and the coastline; Not a 
. business, share th~ cost with 
the pilot Call Tony at .697-
4846. 
Attention· Juniors! Senior 
pictures taken at or below 
the cost of the major studios. 
For more information con-
·Through 'the use of assess- · 
ment tests you can learn 
what's right for you. These 
test results are evaluated 
through' couseling sessions 
against career requirements 
and opportunities. By going 
through this process you can 
choose the. best .. major and 
17 Central Square 
Bridgewater 
697-1000 
tact Ed Donahue, Photo- F c 1 A · ;~-~~~-~nt;_~f\~~~-· at-the. ormer ·.·. ·· .. · . Official 
For Sale: B & 0 Head- T s· k 
phones. excellentc.ondition. . • .. · 0 ... · .. · .. . . .· ·P ... e .a_. . $65. Call after 2 p.m. 697-
3292. 
Rooms for Girls: Single of 
Double, Kitchen ·Prive-
ledges, Parking, 3 minute 
walk to college. $37.50 per 
week. Call Mrs. Dutra at 697-
7477. 
qnTuesday, April17, 1:~84, John Stotkwell,formerC.IA official, will speak in the Student 
Union Ballroom at 7:00 p.m. He will be speaking about his career.and his decision for 
becoming Cl.A's harshest critic. · · 
Stockwell ~questions the/ -
good of the organization and 
claims it actually seeks to 
LETTER.(jrom p. 2) -------------~-
· increase global tensiGns by , · 
supporting military dictator:.. 
shfp and "picking fights" in 
.exams. a professor could 
announce what would 
happen to a test on a s,now 
day. Secondly, professors 
' could announce on WBIM 
What day a test will be resche-
duled tor. In turn, this would 
also ·1ead to word of mowth. 
1 want to emphasize that 
I'm· happy (along with 700 
other students) that the test 
was rescheduled.' However, 
I'm very frustrated that it was 
rescheduled without our 
knowledge. Let's get with it! If 
the Communication Depart-
ment can't comml:Jnicate 
effectively with the students, 
.what department can? · 
· Sincerely, 
Lawrence Allen 
the thitd world. , · l 
Stockwell. fe~ls, ·"For the 
good of the US and the world 
the. CIA should be disma~ 
tied." 
Tickets are available in the 
?tudent Union Information 
Bo?th. $1.00 BSC and $2.00 
general public. Sponsored by 
the Student Union Program 
Committee. 
Thursday, April-5, 1984 The Comment 7 
The Peace Corps 
Needs You! 
The Event 
of the Year Peace Corps representa-tives will be on. the Bridge-water State College campus 
April 10. Seniors signing up 
for interview appointments to 
be held in the Office of 
Career Planning and Place-
ment are requested to bring 
completed applications to 
interview appointments. 
While the Peace Corps is 
able to utilize the skills of 
people with a wide variety of 
backgrounds, college gradu-
ates with degrees in certain 
"scarce skill" areas are par-
ticularly needed. A degreed 
economist/nutritionist might 
find work on a village mater-
nal/infant health project, 
graduates in biology and 
botany may receive addi-
tional training in order to 
work in the fields of fisheries 
or forestry or science teach-
ing, and students specializ-
ing in most of the health 
fields could find themselved 
working on projects ranging 
from the training of mobile 
health units in rural areas to 
administration in a large city 
hospital. Other degrees that 
are particularly valuable to 
the Peace Corps are agricul-
ture, engineering, mathemat-
ics, chemistry, physics, 
education, speciaf educa-
tion, and languages. Stu-
dents who do not have 
degrees in these areas, but 
who have had experience in 
farming, health, and con-
, struction are also encour-
aged to consider Peace 
Corps. 
Volunteers s'erve in 64 
developing countries in 
Africa, Asia, Latin America, 
the Caribbean, and the South 
Pacific. During their two 
years of service, they receive 
a genernus living allowance, 
paid tra,vel and training, com-
plete medical care, and a 
post-service readjustment 
allowance of $4200 ($175 per 
month served). 
Students unable to see a 
representative during the 
Bridgewater State recruit-
r.nent drive, as well as those 
who do not have access to 
Bridgewater's placement ser-
vices, shou Id cal I the Boston 
Area Office .at (617) 223-
6366, or write Peace Corps, 
1405 McCormack POCH, 
Boston, MA. 02109. 




Featuring: D .L.Q! (as seen in the RAT) 
Tickets ·now on sale! 




Ne.w Hope For 
,,,.,,,,"_,.,.,, .. , .. ..,,<. ... , .. Disabled tudents 
As chairperson of the 
. hazardous waste project 
Mike Hall has led one of BSC 
Pl RG's biggest and busiest 
groups. This Middleboro Pol-
itical Scien~e major has been 
in charge of the Toxic Waste 
problem since last year. 
While last semester was 
basically doing background 
research on the problem of 
hazardous waste in the 
Bridgewater area, this spring 
education is the primary 
issue. 
"The subject should defi-
nitely be considered a 
national issue as it is cur-
rently a major problem in the 
US," Mike ,said. "We want to 
get people involved in the. 
issue." 
There are several projects 
in the works for publicizing 
. this hot topic this semester. 
PIRG has already shown a 
film on toxicwastes and they 
are planning to have a series 
of lectures ih the upcoming 
month~ John O'Connor, a 
renowned speaker and direc-
tor of the National campaign 
against toxic wastes, will be 
the first gu9st speaker. He 
will be appearing in the SU 
oem9nstration room April 12 
at 11 :00 a.m. 
Mike and his group also 
hope to provide a radio show·, 
featuring "a leading authority 
on the issue, whether it be a 
political personage or an 
environmentalist." It will fea-
ture a look at the questions---
_who produces hazardous .• 
~=~t~~nd~~! ·c:~~· ~~i ~~~. ;}''~~. 
materials. his·-~J;sabr1 y. re'c>r 
Mike believes that public sure, and urgedtheSenateto gafr AdrrHnistra. 
recognitionfsoneofthemost totlowthroughonthisurgent J,osing SociaJ Security 
:::}~:'.~'.';;1~fn&'l1'~1t'hfr: ,~,f1rid;, ,., stf;,w;;Mm th N~7'f:;'+;!*I :· 
President we will not · be 
intimidated.". The, measure. 
p~otects the tight~ of the dis-
. · l~d,~y f1:g:4''r:t:t~e!.ng P,f;)f}ef-
,~p;~tinp~ it,~~~ ·. 
ppe~1s pte6a:$~:~" , 
me .reviews. ·mo.re .,aocur~te; 
crucial factors to halting legislation. As the House income they· rely upon for 
hazardous waste. debated, Damian lvanof, · survival," declared Shannon,.: 
"I think that the most President of the Massa.;. member of the Social Secur-
· ahd more fair. Under the bill, 
disabled Americans would be 
reviewed by specialists, who · 
would have access to trteir 
important step in getting the chussets Stop Abuse of the ity Subcommittee of the 
issue resolved is to get it rec- Disabled (SAD), and his col- House Ways & Means Com-
ognized by the public," he leagues looked on. Members mittee. "The crisis will not be 
said emphati,cally. "People of the group travelled to solved by posturing. It will 
need to realize it is a serious Washington to watch the cul- not be solved by ·playing 
threat to our health and envir- minatfon of what has been a politics with the lives of the 
onment which will linger and long str'uggle for the rights of disabled. The crisis will'"end 
intensify in the future." the disabled. only when we act,to improve 
Unfortunately, Mike had to The provision, passed' as the standards used in deter-
resign as Hazardous Waste part of a larger disability bill, mining ability to work." 
chairperson due to many respondsdirectlytotheRea- According to lvanof, 
othe.r committments. Richard gan Administration practice "Today we h~ve come to 
Fay will take over this post. of throwing legitimately dis- Washington to join Con-
Mike, however, .will continue abled Americans .off Social gressman Shannon and our 
to play an important role asa Security......:.-since 1981, half other allies in· Cong~ess in 
continuing member. April a million Americans have ending this abu·se of the dis-
Kane, the new chairperson of been thrown off the· rolls. abled. We have shown our 
previous medical records. 
"President Reagan may 
think that he can defy the 
courts, ignore the governors, 
or try to block the efforts of 
Congress to restore unifor-
mity and fairness to the dis-
ability programs," concluded 
Shannon, "but the President 
cannot ignore nor defeat the 
millions of Americans who, 
like Damian lvanof, believe 
the disabled should not be 
living under a clcrnd of fear, 
and should receive the benef-
its they are entitled too." 
BSC PIRG, had the followrng ---------------------· Afro-Am 
Special Notice 
to say of M.ike Hall. "Mike has 
been a valuable member of 
BSC PIRG for two semesters. 
He has always cared deeply 
. about the hazardous waste 
problem and its overwhelm-
. ir;ig effects.in society. H~has. 
e~:lu'cated m~,ny people about 
hazardous wastes, because 
of his hard work and vocal 
representatio-n many .stu-
dents are aware of environ-
mental issues. He has been 
an effective member of this 
chapter and we will miss him 
deeply. We~ all thank him for 
his support· and input and 
wish him m1uch luck .in the 
future. 
$200 - $300 
. DIVISION of 
CONSOLIDATED FOODS 
Due to expansion, we need 15 college 
students to help us run c;>ur business in 
the Southern Massachusetts area. 
We are also taking applications for our 
management training school. Car 















There will be· an Afro-Am meeting on ftwrsday, 
April 12 at 11:00 a.m. in SU/.- , 
Doctor Jacqueline M. Taylor, Dean of Undergrad-
uate Students, will be paying us a visit. Please 
make every effort to attend! 
P.S.: A Thriller is coming .... Watch out!!! 
SEXY 








''He's such a hunk" 
() • .. 
Gumby.To Spe.ak .~.Dammit 
By Felix DeCat; 'Member of 
The No-Comment "Flash-
Light"team. 
Jn a surprise move on Wed-
nesday. ~.no ... Thursday dur-
ing "All My Chifdreh'.' 
... no ... well, .sometime last 
week, President Adrian 
"Flash" Ron di leau 
announced what he and the 
members of the Commence-
ment Speaker Selection. 
Committee (CSSC or TheeE-
thEthThee for our readers 
with lisps) have decided to ax 
Lt.Govenor John Kerry as 
Graduation speaker, and 
have instead invited those 
celuloid heroes, Gumby and 
Pokey to speak. Said one 
committee mer:nber. on the 
swift boot to Kerry: "Well 
(hie) .l mean really (urp) if you 
put antlers on thhh.e guy (hie, 
gulp) he'd look just like (pass 
the lime and sa.lt, will ya 
Buddy?) Bullwinkle the 
Moose. Oh no, I think I am 
gonna be sick arrrgh .... " 
Unfortunately! the commit-
tee member was unable to 
finish his scandalous 
remarks as the drunk had his 
head in a stupid wastebasket. 
Yucko. 
President Rond.ileau was 
unable for comment (no pun 
intended}, mainly because 
nobody remembered what he 
looked like, so nobody could 
finq him (Once David Deep 
thought that Rondileau was a 
_janitor. anq·asked·.him to 
clean up a mess 'in the. mens 
room and.~.well, uh, never 
mind)., · .· 
Anyway, The No-Com .. 
ment ''Flash-Light" ·team is 
used. to dealing with little or 
no facts, s.o this insipid, 
rath.er,intrepip reporter kept 
on,trying. Finally, after niany 
threatening phone calls, a 
quick intervie~ was granted, 
by payphone, witti th~se syn-
thetic stars. 
Me: "Well guys, I was just 
wondering why you both 
decided to accept the offer to 
speak to such a puny state 
C·.:>llege, such as Bilgewater 
State?" · · 
Gumby: "We needed the 
money, .dammit." 
Me: /'What about such 
things· as 'hoping to impart a 
bit of wisdom'tothese young 
men and women as they ar·e 
about to travel into the cold 
. and cruel world'?!!" · 
Gumby: wT:hat's a lot of 
s--t.'' 
Me: "Oh. Well, what about 
Pokey? Why doesn't he say 
anything?" · 
Gumby: "'Cause he is g-
d d-.:n stupid, .. that's why. 
Besides.he gets too excited 
and makes a g"'.dd--nmess on 
the d--- s~age. That's. why.·~ 
" . "Sorry, y9ur time is up~ 
Please insert· another $13.87 
for the next two 'minutes. 
Sorry,-:---" 
See DAMMITp. 11. Photo by Pokey 
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Hey You! 
Read This! 
We're pissed. I rn~an, really ting\ mix, chopped onions girl. 
pissed. Do you think we do and... Nancy: Should we bother ~ 
this for health? On the con- "Hey Nanc, what do you doing an issue next week? 
trary. Lack of sleep tends to think about going to Florida Debbie: No, I don't have 
be sort of detrimental to one's during spring break? Great, anything to do except maybe, 
general well-being. But do let's take it out of Account#1 ! two midterms, one term 
you care? (Favorite phrase of Wait! You mean the money paper and a Pascal program 
mine) Obviously not. that the SGA collects from to do. Maybe I can fit it in 
What ~re we talking about, every student to pay for The between sleeping and sex. 
you ask? Are these just the Comment each week? Sure, (My midterm in Symbolic 
incoherent ramblings and/or why not? No one reads The Expressions). 
incessant rantings and rav- Comment anyway." Nancy: Are we still gqing to 
ings of paranoid schizoph- ... Mush together all ingre- Florida? 
renics? No, it's another dients and form in meatloaf Serve with peas and 
chapter in the book of Stu- shape. Top with bacon and mashed potatoes. There's 
dent Apathy at SSC, this bake until done. that bush again! WE KNOW 
chapter entitled "How to Oops, sorry for getting off WHO WAITES THE SHOE, 
Publish a Weekly Newspaper the main course. But do you NA NA NA NA NAff "You 
Without Anybody Noticing." think we're gonna come right know Nanc, we should be 
·I mean, it's nead-shaking. out and say what we mean? typing!!'' 
We find it somehow amazing (Chuckle) Greg walks in! 
that when we believe we've "Oh Stu, pass the Dom Per- "Hi, what's up? 
done a particularly good job ignon s'il vous plait, Merci! Nancy: Here, read this!! 
ona certain article, therecer- Care for more caviar? Greg: It's funny ... 
tainly isn't a stampede of Lovely!" Debbie: Yeah, we're going 
people to the 'office to say By the way, this is the (hie- to see if anybody reads the 
"good job~" But leave some- cup) Comment, student paper. 
thing out or - horror of hor- newspaper of Bridgewater Greg: Good idea.· 
rors - spell someone's name State College ... this is a Nancy: What time does the 
wrong (Gasp!) - there are recording, recording, 11:00 news come on? 
lines stretching past the recording... Greg: Take a wild guess, 
doorway into the hall outside Nancy: What's in this Nancy. 
to complain about it. box?? Nancy: I saved Baldwin 
0 K, we'll stop beating Stu: More of that red gook!! and Comment on a MEM. 
around the ·bush and come Nancy: Oh! Is that all I ever Greg: Good, Nancy. 
right out and say it. (At least get to say is "oh"?!! Nancy: How do you spell 
to those of you who have read Debbie: Shut up, Nancy. Leditors to the Editor? 
this far) (Congratulations, by Stu: Oh my God, I actually Greg: Look it up. 
the way). Oh, this The Com- said red gook?? Nancy: (to Ed Donahue) 
.. ment, , you know (or maybe Debbie: Yes Stu, accept the Ed, wi\\ you take some we\rd 
,w,,,,., · ' d tnew~;. fact: (H~avy~sig+lJ""'~·~..., ...• ~,,,,..,,,.~--. ...... p.;.e-t.w.r.e~.-· » .. oe~~u~'*'"~.1111~ JJ1!!!1.~.i'\l;~"'~w'{ 
;¥Y~i··::!Si-f~~r~~:~,~~:~'~t;lt''t~tc:>V:Jd1:1M E<:j· Wnat?1 · ···.. ··· . 1 > · >) ·, J'.:'.''1~1~1 
, .. , };~Ji~·:~· w'iJ;';e· ltound border Gr~g: Yah, we're going to ·. 
16 pa.ges that s,urr.pvod$ the ·tap~1Jast w~~kJ . get a lot of weird pictures. 
· menu .each wee~?.>:< ,; ' . . : ; .,.<~t~,:. f~n~104~1y) <· Wh.ere?! Ed: Oh .... 
Cof'1bJ,ry~2 pbt;JQds~~!l1*1:G1'1.: Wtl:e1re?'··.· .:,:, ··<·•·····... <>. . · .. ccwer 1e.tt9vers.with Saran ·h~mburger wnh· 3·peggs',. 1A~f Ni:fpcy:'C£N$C)R1.EJ) :··> · .· · Wrap and ~Jace ·in .. tricjg~ .. · 
bag of Pepperidge Farm stuf- Deb'.bie:t•m notthat kJndof Next ·day eat in a sand\Nich. 
Comment 
sssCASH CARDsss 











I The Big Money Game, 
you could never win 
19 39 
·-
















I Cards avaiable at your local brothel. No purchase necessary. I 
~----~----------~-------~~---------------~-~--~~--~-------~ 
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The Foolish Phantom Diner 
By Kevin Roberts ted to steal a cook book. The or I shall send you back to rub. My two Alfalfa brothers, 
librarian's electronic device your U.S History class! however, will knead you into 
Last week we learned that caught her! Parsley was Parsley: No, please--not that! tiny biscuits! Don't bruise 
strange things were happen- ordered to strip! Waffles to Forgive me! him too much, boys, I want 
ing in BridgeH2(}. Trouble the rescue! Waffles and Pars- Waffles: That's better. So you my waffle to be perfect. 
was brewing at the Mad Chef ley checked out! give backrubs too! Amazing! Alfalfa: What are biscuits? 
Penitentary. A breakout was Waffles struck again! The Phantom: What's your Waffles:Youidiots!Getoutof 
on the menu. The Warden drinks at Swilly .Dining Half scheme? my sight! 
ordered for more security. had been spiked with syrup! Waffles: Scheme? I do not (EXIT the Alfalfa brothers.) 
Too late! One crazy chef got The Phantom was notified! scheme! I create! You will be Waffles replugs his waffle 
away! The BatBus was sent into the first human waffle and I iron and charges towards the 
· Later maple syrup was action! An evacuation of shall create hundreds of Phantom. A bowl of wax 
thrown on to the steps of Swilly was ordered along them! beans are knocked onto the 
Bo red om Hall at the with one tall glass of coke, Phantom: Who wants to eat floor by the Phantom. Slip-
BridgeH20 State College, shaken, not stirred. human waffles? ping on the beans, Waffles 
trapping unsuspecting fresh- The Phantom searched for Waffles: Everyone wants to! collides into the Phantom 
men. A sticky situation for a clue! Something funny was You're jealous! Why are you which sends them both into a 
Vice President Dip who cooking in the kitchen! still talking? According to my vat of unbaked macaroni and 
exclaimed to President Watch out! A trap! Waffles cook book you should be cheese. Little noodles fly 
DuRonRon, "Saints Preser- and his henchmen were wait- completely baked! I don't everywhere! The Phantom is 
vatives! Who would so such a ing! A fight! POW! BAM! POP! understand. I followed every shoved head first into the 
thing?" SMACK! The Phantom instruction untess--who macaroni and then tossed 
Who indeedf Maple syrup knocked unconscious with a unplugged my waffle iron? into a crate barrel of lettuce. 
was the trademark of that pot filled with a .month Ms. Parsley! In the sudden struggle the 
half-baked chef, Willard Waf- supply of Shepard's pie! Ugh! Parsley: I couldn't let him die Phantom notices his name 
fles! An urgent call was made . What was this? A huge waf- yet.· Just one backrub and ·tag is missing from his pants. 
to that hungry food critic, the fie iron with the Phantom then you can have him. Waffles: Looking for this? 
Phantom Diner at Scotty trapped in the middle of the Waffles: Fool! Send in the A· tiny piece of fabric is 
Hotel. Alas, the Phantom was grid! Pancake mixture was Mad Professor! waving in Waffles' righttiand. 
out! Nuns Hall Dormitory was poured in, ruining the Phan- Parsley: No please! Please, I The Phantom goes beserk! 
where the Phantom decided tom's Action Slacks! Willard don't want tc go! "Nobody tears off my name 
to stay and he was entertain- switched on the iron! The Waffles: I'm sorry for you, tag! Nobody!" The Phantom 
ing two female students. huge metal lid was lowered! truly sorry. throws a ·head of lettuce 
"You mean for a dollar 1 Good grief! The Phantom Mad Prof.: Ms. Parsley, here's towards Waffle. The lettuce 
have to read a .story, give a Diner as a human waffle! A your #2 ·,pencil. Follow me. whacks in Waffles' stomach 
backrub and then kiss you tight SQUEEZE ev,~n for the You're just in time for today's and knocks him into his waf-
both on the cheek?" asked Phantom! -Things were get- surprise quiz! You are famil- fie iron. The huge metal lid 
the Phantom. ting MESSY! Hold on to your iar with . the Progressive clamps down! A hideous cry 
"Yes!" giggled both women FORKS! "1ovement? is screamed. The Phantom 
dressed in their nightgowns. The WORST is yet to come! :>arsley: No! No! EEEEEEK! desperatley tries to raise the 
"Isn't this Tuck a Buck from PART TWO! :Jhantom: You fiend! lid but he is too late. 
the Girlie Center? How am I Waffles: Please do not twist Naffles: History is nice. The Campus Police rush 
supposed to give you both CL about Mister Diner! You are Nhat? You're free! How into the kitchen. 
backrub at the same time?" ruining tonight's dinner! :ould you? Officer: Everything okay 
· "No one said college life Phantom: What's with. the Phantom:. While you wer(:) Phantom? Where's Waffles? 
was going to.b~ easy!". purred blueberries? :Jabbling I used my speci:ar 'i.,P,f\antem: Having indiges-
. MSs. Cau\itlower who roned ·waffles: I'm craving for meal ticket with ·its sf'iilrp tr8:;i: ·'';·~~~::ia~--,zm,r/ .,,," ,,,, · ...... ,:...,,.,., ...... , 
onto her stomach. blueberry waffles! edges to cut me free! ··That Officer: You look like a menu. 
Meanwhile, there was Parsley: Oh yv'illie! Do you grid did a number on my Hey, where ya going? 
mischievousness over at the have to kill him? I hear he back. Phantom: I'm off to History 
Maxwell Library. Lady gives excellent backrubs! IJ\'.affles: A pity Ms. Parsley class. I owe someone a 
sophomore Parsley attemp- Waffles: Careful Ms. Parsley isn't here to give you a back- backrub. 
******~******************************************************************* 
Solve This Puzzle and WIN SJ00,000 
.The catch is: There are no clues. Submit your answers at The Comment 
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Scruffy To Replace Beart 
It was recently announced 
that Scruffy The Cat, that 
loveable Feline, will replace 
the Bridgewater Bear as the 
Official Mascot· of Bridge-
water State College when the 
75 year-old Bear retires to 
Florida on his pension after 
th is semester. It has been 
reported that the Bear has 
bought a chain of fast-food 
restaurants .and will be living 
in a cave condiminium. 
Scruffy The Cat, known 
affectionately to all his 
f~iends as ·Scruff, is very 
excited about his new posi-
tion. "Meow, mew, meow, 
meow; mew, mew, meee-
o o o o o ww ! ! " exclaimed 
Scruffy. 
Scruffy, a four year-old 
Tom Cat, was "born" in Paris, 
France, the first of many test-
tube cats. He was educated at 
the Lycee du Chat in Ver-
sailles, graduating the first in 
his class. After graduation, 
Scruffy unsuccessfully 
started a career as a stunt cat 
in foreign films, however 
- after receiving two broken 
paws, Scruffy decided to try a 
less violent career. It was 
then that Scruffy came to 
America and was discovered 
by President Adrian Hondi-
leau while he was picking 
through his garbage. "Scruff, 
I'm going to make you a star," 
Rondileau is quoted as 
saying. 
Scruffy is 4 years old, 
weighs 21 pounds, has green 
eyes ~md whiskers. Here are 
'"'"'·f'lili!•'iB'i;filJ~~~ 
inches (head to tail); Ches 
inches, Waist 15 inches, Hips 
18 inches, (for the more inti-
mate information, well only 
Scruffy and his vet know the 
truth!) <And, like Michael 
Jackson (see related story), 
Scruffy is still a virgin! 
For those of you who 
would like a look at Scruffy, 
he will be marching in the 
Homecoming Day Parade. 
The No-Comment Office, the 
Official Headquarters of The 
Scruffy The Cat Fan Club, is 
now offering a limited mem-
bership to this illustrious 
club. Fill out your personal 
membership card and keep 
with you at all times. 
In order to become an Offi-
cial Member, you must recite 
the following fourtimes while 






So join with us in honoring 
our new mascot and come 
and cheer on the Bridgewater 
State Scruffs next season!!! 
Scruffy The Cat Fan Club 
Membership"Card 
This card entitles the bearer to all the rights and benefits of the Scruffy The Cat Fan 
Club, including autographs, posters and free lunch date with Scruffy. (Prouidingyou like 
9-Liues Choice Cuts and Cheese, Scruffy':;; favorite). Please keep this card with yqu at all 
times. It is your admission ticket to all Brjdgewater events inuolving Scruffy (excluding 
the.upcoming "Sex advice from the Scruff.''. 
SIGNED 
···················•···· 
Scruffy The Cat Member 
GUMBY 
fro11l ;page 
one . ___ ...... __ .. __ 
Well, that was another 
indepth expose and interview 
by The No-Comment "Flash-
light Team"--those ace 
reporters who give you all of 
the facts, whether they are 
true or not: Next week: Why 
does SGA President Paul 
Dobson insist on wearing 
fishnet stockings and lacy 
black underwear whi\e wa\l<-
ing along Washington and 






From Entertainment Tonight ·going to love Bridgewater to 
Wire Servic~ · pieces. Plus, Scruffy· will be 
here and well.:.l'd follow hirri 
There are famous people .8:nywhere !! !" 
attending famous colleges · When asked about his cho-
nationwide. Princeton has ice of majors, Micha§! replied 
Brooke Sheilds, Yale has "'l'~eech Therapy has always 
Jody Foster, bu~ Bridgewater appealed -to me, I just hate it 
State has gone one step when people don't talk right 
furth~r: .The Registrar's offife And as for Physical Educa-
'has announe.ed the enr61..: tion, well my secret ambition 
lrne.nt of Michael Jackson, is to be a jock." 
who will major in ·Speech Jackson wilLfirst come to 
Therapy, and minor in Physl- Bridgefwatef· during the 
cal Education. Homecoming parade where 
Jackson was reached at his he will marGh alongside 
mansion in California for his Scruffy the C~t. (See related 
comments on his decision to story). "I idolize Scruffy,"said 
enter Bridgewater,. "Well, 1 · Jackson, 
11 l've stayed a virgin 
just love the peace and quiet because of him.· The day he 
. of a small town, 1 know I'm decides to lose it, well ... so 
\ ·~~~~ilJJ~./~~ . 
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A team of chemistry pro-
fessors and senior chemistry 
students working in affilia-
tion the Biology department 
have made a major break-
through in the Conant 
Science Building laborator-
ies. 
Through the use of the 
laboratory animals, and 
chemical analysis of abra-
sives and mono flurophosh-
phates and their effect on 
both airborn and surface 
residual bacteria, the chem-
istry department drew the fol-
lowing conclusions: 
1. All three colors of Aqua-
Fresh Toothpaste must be 
used in equal amounts on the 
toothbrush to get the opti-
mum "Triple-Protection." 
2. The white paste provides 
only abrasives for removal of 
plaque from the enamel. 
3. The red gel provides only 
protection against bad 
breath. 
4. The blue gel provides only 
phosphates for anti-cavity 
protection. 
The American Dental 
Association is warning the 
general public not to take for 
granted the consequences of 
unequal portions of the three 
components. Spokesman 
Larry BiCuspid stated, "A 
person with normally good 
brushing habits could suffer 
cavities, yellow teeth, or 
worse; morning breath." 
However Proctor & Gam-
ble, alleged parent company 
of Aqua Fresh released a 
statement that assured "as 
long as you have some of the 
good ol' red, white, & blue in 
your mouth, you're safe." 
G ~****·***** ***~*******************i:: 
I ~~[ill~.'"\'~ u i ARIES (March 21-April 20): 
r>tP·· "'"·'Ti.'~"""" ~ . ......-t ********'******* ***************** t You're no April fool; you 
-+c * know that money really can 
-+c * buy you love and you intend 
-+c * to prove it. Use the word 
: ~ "Manichean" in a sentence 
-+c * every chance you get and see ~ ~ who your friends really are. If 
-+c * you look out your window 
-+c * anytime this week and see 
-+c < * 
-+c * birds evenly spaced on the 
-+c * telephone wires, I'd give it up 
-+c * if I were you. Don't let anyone ! ~ in a white coat do "just a little 
-+c * experiment" on you. 
,.·. .~ ~ TAURUS (Apri I 21-May 21): 
'~:' t t :~\~ 1~h!~s~~~~~ ~o~~~: 
: ~ arid drink Asti Spumanti until 
-+c * you c~n't pronounce it any-
-+c * · more. Don't let reaching pub-~ t erty get the, best ·of ·""you. 
1c * Investment in cow ch.ip 
-+c * futures could smell success. t t Also, wise fo change your 
-+c * cat's litter box. 
-+c * GEMINI (May 22-June· 21): ~ ! ·Men, time to re.:.acquaint 
-+c * yourself with Mr. Happy. If t ~ you can't find him, .call Dr. 
SALE DI CHAIRS . 
. ·:·:·:-:::~·?;." 
SCOPE 
$3.50 to Beirut probably 
doesn't include complemen-
tary beverages. Donate more 
time to the Sea Monkey 
Defense League. Going to 
bottle refund centers could 
enhance love life. 
VIRGO (August 24-Sept-
ember 23): Homocidal ten-
dencies toward your Rice 
Krispies occurs when the 
only fruit available is a water-
melon. Lunch won't be much 
air of professionalism. If the 
modeling doesn't pan out, 
Bounty hunters are in need to 
·search for wayward paper 
towels. 
SCORPIO (October 24-
November 22): An evening of 
great dreams is in store for 
you, guys, scotchguard your 
sheets. You'll have a chance 
to win Megabucks, but first 
you have to buy· a ticket. 
You're in a no-win situation if 
anyone mistakes you for Boy 
George. An early night is in 
store when you call Sex by 
Phone and get Dial-a-Prayer 
instead. 
SAGl+ARI us 'fRt'bvember23-
December 21): The Mr. T. Art 
Display has been cancelled, 
so there goes your evening, 
the fingerpaints weren't 
waterproof. Luckily, the 
Lippy the Lion Film Festival is 
in town and should sooth 
your ·intellectual appetite. 
Lucky number is 0. 
********* 
it * Ruth Westheirner. -A severe 
1c * rain storm ·could cause better if the bread has a fresh- * 
iC * bladder pr.oblems. Wise to ness date of 1908. A fun time ******* * 
· t t join the Pam Dawber l=an can be had at the local bat- CAPRICORN (December 22-t ! Club while supplies last. ting cage, Thursdays are January 20): Bad luck on the 
1c * CANCER. (June 22-July 23}: usually "Hit by the Pitch" · home front McDonald's ·will 
ii: * Beware, if you buy Tylenol, Night, just protect your strike be after your property to use 
1c * Girl Scout Cookies and a zone. as a hazardous waste sight. ~ ~ McDonald's hamburger with LIBRA (September·· 24- Go on a hunch and invest i'n 
iC · * a live pickle in it, -it's best to October 23): Luci< may come the new movie: ''Entertain-~ ~ hide for the remainder of the your way in a modeling Job, ment Tonight-The Movie", a 
iC * day. Stay away from tittle old National Geographic is·doing guest star part may ?e ~ours. 
.Jc ·EE.· · · · · · * men selling flash cards. a story on American animals. Good . money ava1laple in 
; . McatAcar·. d .. · . · .; LEO (July 24-August 23): Time , to write out your writing jokes for Walter Mon-~ . ~ ,.... Don't be tempted by bargain ·resume, but please, usebnly .dale, he certainly needs some t . , .. ·· . • ···. · . . .~i ! air fares for .your vacation, ·one color crayon, it adds an material. Don't make .rash 
~ ** ************..,., ~"""' ~"'11("1("1<***********~ decisions, 9 I ea n diapers 
... ..__._ ____ .._ ______________________ ................... ---------------..regularly. 
Bridgewater T,o Establish 
Monorail Syste01 
AQUARIUS (January 21-
February 19): U nconven-
tional behavior dominates, so 
walk through Westgate Mall 
dressed as Luke Skywalker 
with a light yelling "Princess 
Leia,_ my force is with me!" · 
Good work available by 
watching WLNE:-TV, they 
need viewers and are willing 
to pay, ·viewers have 
increased to 5 from a low of 
3/4 (the bosses' wife}. The Board of Trustees 
announced today that a, 
monorail .system' will be 
established at BSCto replace 
the obsolete. Bridgewater 
State Bus System. The sys-
tem willconsistof3.9milesof 
track in. the town of Bridge-
water, and a 36 mile transit 
run into f')owntown Boston Liquor Mart; Wood, Scott, 
.for students. Pope, and The Rat. 
The intra-Bridgewater sec- Tentative scheduling has 
ti on will consist of continu- hours starting at 6:00 P:m. 
ous track connecting the and runningtill 2:00 a.m. with 
Great Hill, Smudins, Julios, a special late night run at 4:00 
McDonatds, Costello's, Lar;;. ,a.m. The system will run 
ry's, Bridgewater· Liquors, seven days a week and due to 
the elevaded·rail will be able 
to continue service in snow-
storms even when school is 
cancelled so. that . students 
may get 'necessary' supplies. 
A proposed extension .. to 
.the Yangtze China. is .being · 
·looked into. 
PISCES (Februaru 20-March 
20): aravery is in your stars, 
but we feel-you will wimp out. 
Kinky escapades with 
canned fruit a possibility. Do 
not insult an Italian by shout--: 
.inQ. "Heyfrenia'lips" .. Beware 
of 0ld, ugly landlords bearing 
JL----~~~~~~~~*+~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~---.......... ~~~ .... ~~~~~~r,gp;~J~p<:f,£l.Y.ttJ},p,, , , ~I.! to,;.-~ . , :' 111 it 't~ .I ,i;' r1 1 f' t ~>I~·;,'•", 't ~··, rl \,. ~ 'ti' ;f..; ·:.: .i < 




I simply must get a pedicure!!oonahue photo. 
Despite the fact that the gym-
nastics season is all and done 
with, some swingers here at 
B.S.C. (where?) keep at it all 
year long. Such activities are 
often painful. Mishaps can 
happen to the hands, feet, and 
other body parts. 
The unknown gymnast (pie-
. tured) displays such. Her 
toenails are beginning to split 
down the middle. The gymnast 
4 must then get a pedicure, which 
r:i is costly. 
• Another common problem is 
•<PP,u .. I fungus (for you never know 
· ····· · · whose feet have been where on 
that balancing beam). This fun-
gus can be embarrassing, and so 
gymnasts must wrap their feet to 
hide such (see picture). This fact 
was discovered when Chris Har-
wood once took a gymnast to a 
Japanese restaurant (P-U). 
Callusses may also form on 
the hands. The pictured gym-
·••;.t..;••~,.,~··~·~~··~u6••~··~··~••:.!;o~n.:!;4'a;o~4•:!..:o:!;••~'~~··~"··•·d·•·o·.·n·•·••·•·••·•·••·•·••·•·•·-
......... ~ ~ ..... 'P!'9 ....................... ~ ~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::: = = ::_;; ..... .... ..... -.;.-~ ~ii:''·• ................... •.tt .......................................................................................... ~ •• ~ •• ~ •• :-;;, •• ; : eu~ ~~ ~~ ~!~~ Jerry ~~~~ :!'·~ ~ ~ t~ . . .. . . . . . -. ''""' g:~ 
c • ~ • ~ ~ ~n~ A ~u~ ~:~ nswe·rs ·(?)· ~~ W · A 
= ; ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 
~·~ ~ ~ 
nast thus hides her hand under 
the balancing beam( why do they 
call it a balancing beam? What 
does it balance?). Hand callusses 
are common among gymnasts, 
as Harwood found out on that 
same date as he attempted to 
kiss her on the hand (Chris, 
you're such a gentleman! We 
knew .the Navy had to have· 
taught you something)! Mr. 
Harwood was soon to change 
his mind. 
B.S.C. gymnasts are expected 
to approach the S.G.A. for 
funding of treatment of such 
problems (Ben-Gay, Vaseline, 
etc.). Dave Kutcher is expected 
to vote yes, along with John 
Beaton,' Dave Carreiro, and 
Cisco Menesis. Newly elected 
Senator-at-large Ralph Plotke 
(he isn't so big!) is especially 
pushing for such supplies. Presi-
dent Paul Dobson isn'texpected 
to veto the funding for this one, 











~nS Th En~ ~ .. ~ ·ose ~u~ ~~ A~ ~~ ~j ~~~ . . ~~ 9€ 
~H;. . . ' ~U~ 0 ~Jt~ A 1· D S ~u~ ~u~ • 8 .-.. • ~n~ ~ ~.~ ~l~ u· ~~ . . . :: ~r 
~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ' . . . v -~ . ~· ~ In batting practice, with a ~n~ 
13 
' • 
· ~~~ Ru·· Dl· -.. o· ·'rs ~:~ 8· · . . ·. · ~Jt~ . In a recent conversation firm g'rip on the bat, Remy ~U;; 
~U~with second baseman Jerry kept on strikir.ig out (Remy ~"~ . . ~ . . . . l'POI 
~U~ Remy of the Boston Red Sox, had no comment about the :'•!,io:;:••:;:••:;:n!,i••:t:••i!:••:t:":t: .. i!i•:t:"if: .. :t.; .. :;:••l=0:t:0~,.:t:·•:t:ni!:°':t: .. :t:•:t:••~o:t:oitio:t:••if::n:t:••;;:o; 
" .. t fan 1·n r1·ght f1"eld) al I week · ·••···••···"·•·11···••·•·••···•·•·u·•·••·•·••--··•·•·u·•·••!'l:•r.• ...... o.•.••···••···•···••···••···••···"···••···••···••·•·••·•·u·•·••···••···n·• 
:•u.;.a few rumors were se · · ~U~ straight. Jerry also feels good long. "My bat just doesn't 
~JC~ a~out his game (among o.ther seem to be there. When I 
F ~thing·s). finally·hit, though, it'll be big, 
~Jt~ Rumor has it that Remy is and beJieve me, I'm just itch-
~Ui both drug addicted and gay. ing for a hit!" Jerry anxiously 
~n~ "Aw, nuts!!! exclaimed Remy, stated. En~ saying "that white stuff I use "My speed", Jerry stated, 
Ea~ is baby powder! Once in a · "is very good. I'm. quiet< and 
~K~ GREAT while I use Vaseline fast When I'm on third and 
~Jl~ for rashes." "Rumors spread see some beautiful people· 
fxi easily," he continued, "last sittipQ behind home plate, 
?u~ year they were saying th~t I and'· I don't mean my wife, ~ ~had a sex change operation then I really want to score! 
~Jl~ when, in fact, I sprained my Rumor also has it that 
~·~ankle tripping over Scruffy Remy has A.l.D.S. All he said 
~JC~ the cat down in Bridge- was "Jimmy's a liar!" and 
~i~ water." When asked about his dashed into the locker room. -~I~ sex life, Remy would only Dwight Evans, incidentally, 
~Jt~ say, "let's just say I can really soon followed. 
~1i.play the field!" "I haven't .had Well, Jerry, who listens to ~-~a date all during practice," he rumors anyway? (We won't 
~ ~went on. "but I'm sure to mention where we.found his 
~JC~ reach home plate!" jock strap!) . . . . 
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T~rrorists Ove-rthrow the SGA; 
Shoe's Tracks Are Spotted 
(Bridgewater) - The past 
two weeks have seen an 
incredible revolution at BSC. 
The International Terrorist 
Group, E.N.D. (Eliminate 
Needless Dobson), has taken 
responsibility for s~veral 
bombings, two kidnappings 
and numerous sabotage & 
vandalism activities. They 
include an attempt by Sena-
tor Manzo to stop Senate 
meetings by stopping Sena-
tors. He put poison on all the 
microphones in the council 
chambers, any Senator who 
spoke too close to the micro-
phone is now in intepsive 
care. A curious aspect of this 
mystery is that only those 
Senators who did not support 
E.N.D_:-were affected. Also, a 
sabotage has been unco-
\lered ·in the records depart-
ment. It seems Secretary 
Wallin has been using invisi-
ble ink on al I the Senate doc-
uments. The print is 
disappearing everywhere. 
Scientist say by the end of the 
week everything will be gone. 
Many of the revolutionary 
leaders are suspected to be 
SGA Executive Board 





Senators. Their activities 
have been watched by the 
Student Union Board of Gov-
ernors and invest!gations are 
in progress. The popular sup-
port for E.N.D.'s activities has 
been suprisingly strong on 
Bridgewater's typically apa.:. 
thetic campus . .-::' President 
Adrian Rondileau is quoted 
to say, "Because of my posi-
tion I cannot support this 
group's activities but I feel 
their actions are well-
intentioned arid not without 
significant merit." When 
questio~d about his alleged 
funding of E.N.D., he would 
not comment. Cancelled 
checks made payable to 
E.N.D. leaders have been dis-
covered since the interview. 
President Rondileau was not 
available for further com-
ment. Similar incidents of 
support have. been made by 
Vice President Deep, and 
Student Union Director "Rick 
Veno. 
1st Vice President Kutcher, 
code name Dicky Dacky Doo, 
has organized a militia to 
counteract E.N.D.'s terrorist 
activities. He has notified his 
f e 11 o w M _a r i n e C o r p s 
. members and they have set 
up a· battle headquarters in 
'Scott Hall. Several members 
of the Aviation Science 
Department . have been 
&afted arid are flying air sup-
port for Kutcher's Brigade. 
Se9rgent-At Arms Mccarron, 
upset with Kutcher's anti-
E.N.D. activities, had been 
seen at last report guiding 
him at gunpoint off-campus. 
Neither man has been seen 
since then. 
2nd Vice President Carrie 
Kulick, sworn to avenge 
Kutcher, her misguided 
lover, upset because he left 
her for a blonde-haired, blue-
eyed girl. No other informa-
tion is known about this new 
girl. Kulick tried to force 
Kutcher to abandon his 
actions against E.N.D. to 
save his new girlfriends life. 
K;ulicks whereabouts pres-
ently are unknown. She was 
spotted in enemy territory 
headed towards Brighton but 
this information could not be 
verified. Perhaps Mccarron 
and Kutcher reconciled their 
differences and now are in 
search of Kulick and the mys-
tery girl. 
whether or not they are in a pickle 
(DILLman or otherwise). But Who 
knows for .. sure? As The Herald's 
Norma Nathan knows, Nobody tells a 
gossip anything, particularly one 
with a Nose for N~ws •... 
DUELLING CARS DEPT ..... "Do 
you want to move your car?!" is the 
key question Prof. Joel Litvin has 
been steering towards Dr. Stephen 
Levine. The Litvin Mobile has been 
blocked and squeezed in by Levine's 
road-runner. Litvin may shift gears 
and decide to hire the same Thugs 
who picked up Dr. -Nancy · Streers 
aut<;> last year and have them say " 
"Hello". to Levine's machine. Stay 
tuned for further Communication on 




The Shoe is suspected of 
being involved becaused of a 
recent distribution of an 
underground paper_ with only 
a footprint on the masthead. 
No other clue as to the 
authors can be found with in 
the paper. It publishes arti-
cles which condemn Dob-
son's communist activities 
and supposed embezzlement 
of funds for a getaway trip to 
the Bahamas. Other articles 
include secret revelations by 
Attorney General Magoon 
entitled "I was forced to be a 
Dobson puppet" and a docu-
mentary on the recent purple 
invasion of the SGA. The 
paper appears on campus 
every three days, which is 
supposedly significant 
because before the Revolu-
tion President Dobson had 
only attended three Senate 
meetings. 
On a happy note Senators 
O'Connell and Henry, known 
for rabbit tendencies to miss 
important dates, have been 
heard to say that they missed 
the whole revolution because 
they were late again. 
Jack Murray, State End 




NEW COLUMN IN TOWN .... The ~ 
long· awaited Nose ot Bridgewater 
State College· debuts in this issue! 
(And Beware, He hath more Sniffers 
than his own). 
HA WAI/ .... B'water's own man of the 
theatah, Doc Warye, was spotted or 
touchdown in Hawaii, clad in a hoo· 
Scruffy the Cat 
SPECIAL FAX told to This Repor"". 
ter: Prominent man:..about-carnpus 
fo marry voluptuous Hollywood sex~ 
pot - Rumor has it that it's" a matter 
of necessity." Twist is, This Reporter 
has "No Comment." 
COMMENT MASH Nqte .... After. a 
recent all-night fling laying The 
Comment out, "putting it to bed;" so 
to speak, Sports Chief Pencil-pusher 
Joe Gouveia consumed sorne eight 
dishes of. cottage cheese, a feat 
which must have titilated the Tilly 
Toilers to ·no end. Word has it that 
Gouveia, a recent candidate for SGA .. 
Senator-at-large, has not been "run-
ning" for weeks. What a bind! . 
Speaking of Comment editors, 
Features Editor Deb Santheson was 
heard to say in chit-chatting after that 
recent all-nighter, ~hat it takes her 
some two hours to. get her features 
together the morning after .... Well, 
well, well! 
BULLETIN, BULLETIN, BUL-
LETIN!!! It's no(onfy State College 
students who will drOwn in the Sea of 
the Bargaining Unit. B.S.C:and other 
state colleges' Administrators are in 
Deep water as well, pulled down by 
the Ange/lie faculty faction· under-
tow. Loosing two reps on.ACC (that's 
A/J-College Committee to those of 
you lay men), one has to wondt;lr 
lah skirt, loud tropical fruit shirt, anc 
lei around his neck, whereupon the 
pretty, naughty natty native islander~ 
ripped .the shirt off his back, offered i1 
as a sacrifice to the. gods, while 
Warye, short a shirt.and with only c: 
skirt and a le,, was heard to sa) 
Sabatically, "Dammit, that's -n.o: 
niiiiiiice!!!!!!" Whoever. said learninc 
was easy? · · . . · · .... 
· This Reporter has been errone· 
ously thought to be one of the Sha· 
e~akers, . (Voter 13eg. · Person Pe& 
Borg~s being the other) byt whilf 
MPD certainly. agrees "There's Ne 
Business Like Shoe Business," he 
would never consider "cutting off hi~ 
Nose.to spite his ... ah ... skip it" ... Anc· 
to B.S.C.'s "Jack of a// Trades" (actu· 
ally, his·name is R.ob Warren), Is tha· 
all you dream about? 
flnafly, This Reporter tosses in hi~ 
own personal Oscar nomination fo1 
Best Actress in a Moving Picture: 
SGA Executive Secretary Xena Wal·· 
· lfn. A greatactress in a small picture! 
Small picture, ·Yes, but "low budget,•· .:· 
Not 
And to coin multi-millionaire J.D. • 
Clampett, "Y'all come back now, 
Y'hear!" . · . . 
-1.; 
•••••••••••• 
accused of sabotaging SGA 
offices because his fiance, 
Christine Quinn, came out 
with a public statement sup-
porting Dobsol'). Murray tried 
to break the doors of the SGA 
down to get her back. But so 
far no luck. 
At printing time the whe-
reabouts of the entire thrrd 
floor of the Student Union, 
Treasurer Meneses, End 
leader, and Pres. Dobson are 
all unknown. Meneses, with a 
bomb strapped to his body, 
went to the SGA offices 
demanding his new room 
proposal be accepted. 
According to unconfirmed 
reports, Dobson refused 
because he did not want the 
change. At that point 
Meneses pulled the detona-
tor and took all with him. 
Further investigations are in 
the works. This reporter 
believes that End has suc-
ceeded in its goals. 
Helyn, Let's talk! Judy 
Juay, Let's talk! Helyn 
Wendy, f love your caridy at 
the candystand - Yours, 
Lenny at the Info. 
Lev - The Big Decision ... You 
know what I say ... WOOW!! -
D. 
lllDl1H......__...11uumm11nn11u1n1mw1111n11111••1m1•w i Everything You Alwaysi 
I Wanted to Know About! 
IThe Comment But Werel 
I Afraid to ASk I 
· ln11n11u1uu111111111uiiiil11om11mu11unnm1m1u11m11111n11n1111Dum1B1UD11111a11um11n11i 
1. The editors do not print the newspap~r solely for 
the purpose of supplying the, campus with the 
menu. 
2. The Comment staff really does stay up until 6:00 
a.m. to finish the newspaper (no thanks to those 
who submit late articles). 
3. The Comment Sport~ Editor really doesn't know 
what a basketbal.1 is and, if asked to identify one, 
couldn't. 
4. The·· Entertainment Editors, past and present, 
don't know how to spell Entertainment. 
5. The Editor-in-Chief is not on drugs. 
6. The ex-News Editor, Bob Flynn, is. 
7. The- Phantom Diner, who was presumed dead, 
has been seen in Guatemala eating spaghetti with a 
belly dancer. . 
8. The Comment staff did not invent the Scruffy the 
Cat Fan Club. There really is one. 
9. We, the members of The Comment, do know how 
to spell "inducts". 
10. Contrary to popular belief, the Editors are not 
paid to print the newspaper and, as students with 
heavy courseloads, do not have time to hear the 
com.plaints of everyone on campus. 
11. Yes, The Comment staff and the SGA are con-
spiring to rule the world. 
12. The Comment photography staff does not have 
any nude pictures of the SSC infirmary's:nur~esbut 
~,,,,i~W-photography editor Chris· Harwood might! . 
13. The Comment Wednesday night orgy begins at 
9:00, not 7:00, as commonly believed. We're in the 
Rat from 7:00 to 9:00. · 
14. This is not an April Fool's joke. 
'f"-M E VEN 0\ IV t. r 0 • 
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What were you doing 
when the lights went ouf? 
-Drying My hair in the back of my 1965 VoJkswagon - Eating Chinese Food 
- Taking a Shower - Sleeping (a - hem) - Eating dinner - Watching old 
reruns of M*A *S*H* - Writing a novel - Sleeping (a - hem) - Meditating -
Calling up VP Deep - Burning my drapes while trying to light my candle -
Developing Film - Sleeping (a - hem) - Polishing my nails - Riding the 
elevator to the top of the Empire State - Repolishing my nails - Starting a 
contest: "How many ways can you find to fall down in one hour?" - Sitting in 
the Electric Chair (Hee Hee) {Thank. Bob, don't forget Swiss Bank acct. 
348593-C-89 - *CENSORED* - Sleeping (a - hem) - Not Sleeping (a- hem) 
- Writing the entire contents of the Bible on the back of a postage stamp 
(pretty sticky if you ask me) - Playing Video games- Well. ........... MASSIVE 
SEX - Yelling dirty jokes to my vacuum cleaner, (he's blind) - Trying to 
distinguish between a black and a dark blue sock- Combing my nostril hairs 
- Painting my masterpiece on the ceiling of my room - Reading the 
Comp/Set menu - Reading Pas Pascar menu - Counting the bugs on my 
plant -. Sleep~ng (a - hem) - Cutting the wires to make sure the lights 
STAYED OFF - Calling BIM to cancel school-Typing a paper on my electric 
typewriter - Gettin' stoned man .. - Sleeping (a - hem) - Working on my 
program (Pas Pascar) - Eating donuts (danish for some of us)- Sniffing glue 
- Getting my nose unstuck from the glue contai.ner - Giving Scruffy a bath 
(actually, taking one with him) - Huh? - Sleeping (a - hem) - Doing weird, 
but interesting, things to my dog (he enjoyed it) - Finally washing my under-
wear (cold water, no bleach) - Sleeping (a - hem) - Teaching my parrot to 
swear in Russian - Selling kids chairs for their mothers- Waiting tor a friend 
- Exclaiming, "BABY BOOM IN NINE MONTHSU!HH" - Participating in the 
future baby boom, in other words, Sleeping (a- hem)~ Making sure that this is 
the best baby boom ·ever (for me) - Painting nude pictures of Ronni·e R. -
Writing Graffiti on the dark bathroom wait·- eating breakfast, in other words, 
Sleeping (a - hem), (Ed. note Sorry if we offended anyone b~t we really didn't 
think you'd get this far--djs) - Popping zits all over the bathroom mirror -
Drinking Heinekin - Attempting an unauthorized entry into the Registrars 
Office - Doing. the same to Professor C's office - Changing the operating 
system on the Vax so it will now play Centipede inslea.~tQfJ~~mJ;tW~uQE~,§.£~.t::­
Changing my grades on the CDC:__ Doing my laundry - Havinga seance -
Sleeping (a - hem)~ Writing a love letter to Gu.mby, DAMMIT!! - And Pokey 
too, DAMMITH!-Sleeping (a-hem)- Pulling thefirealarm -Stealing books 
from the library while the alarm was off- Finding a field to eat Wheat Thins in 
with Sandy - Raising hell - Getting a flat tire in front of MCI --"-- :ryping ~ 
More Typing --1 won't say even more typing- I'll just type it- Because we're 








The Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies will be 
offering the following electives in philosophy for the 1984 Fall 
semester: 
PL 204: Sex and Personal Relations (TX 12-1:15 Sanders) 
discusses alternative answers to such philosophical ques-
tions as: What is sex? Is there a difference between "good" and 
"bad" sex? ts there a difference between sex that is "normal" 
and sex that is not normal? Under what circumstances,.if any, 
is it wrong to have sex? What is pornography? Does porno-
graphy undermine respect for persons? 
PL 205: Medical Ethics: Issues of Life and Death (MWF 
12-1:00James) Is there an objective understanding of "health" 
and "mental health"? Does the medical practitioner-the doc-
tor, the nurse - have the right to withhold information from the 
patient? Does the patient have the right to refuse treatment? 
Does the parent or the society have the right to determine 
what is the ~est treatment_ for a minor? What, if'ariy, are the 
limits of scientific inquiry regarding persons and life? On what 
basis should limited medical resources (including, say, the 
nurse's time) be allocated? 
PL 324: Existentialism (MWF 10 Cheney) draws upon the 
work of Dostoevski, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Sartre, and Hei-
degger in examining existentialist views about being human, 
choice, value, death, life's meaning, conciousness, persons, 
and emotions. 
PL 401 Logic (MWF 11 James) explores many of this cen-' 
tury's newly developed ways of symbolizing and structuring 
arguments. The techniques and innovations as found in the 
propositional calculus, the quantificational calculus through 
the logic of relations, modal logic, _and the like will be 
considered. 
These courses will be of interest to all students, as they 
assume no special knowledge, are of interdisciplinary con-
cern, and ask questions of human import. 
Director of Toxic Hazards 
To Speak 
John. O'Connor has acne 
all over his body and puts up 
with bronchitis and a lot of 
·colds every winter. He thinks 
he knows why. As a child in 
Stratford, Connecticut, he 
I ived 150 yards from an 
asbestos plant and played in 
a field where the debris was 
dumped. 
"I saw childhood play-
mates die B;t an early age from 
cancer," O'Connor, 29, says. 
·"Toxic chemicals are every-
where. They are in the air we 
breathe, the water we drink, 
our• food, and our bodies. 
Americans are being system-
atically poisoned with toxic 
chemicals." 
John O'Connor is the 
director of the National cam-
paign agai.nst toxic hazards. 
The group's goal is to 11gua-
rantee for al I Americans the 
right to be safe from harmful 
exposure to toxic substan-
ces." The group kicked off a 
nationwide campaign 
against toxic waste and 
hazardous chemicals in 
Washingtcn on February 13, 
1984. It vowed to "knock on 
15 million doors in 1984" in 
search of support for 
stronger laws against chemi-
cal contamination. 
On Thursday, April 12, at 
11:00 a.m., John O'Connor 
will speak at Bridgewater 
State College in the Student 
Demonstration Room. The 
event is sponsored by the 
BSC chapter of MASSPI RG. 
Al.!. ~re welccl"l'le to attend; 
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Thursday, April 5;· 198f~ 
Working With Children Order Early_ For the Annual Spring Ball 
April 12th 
Not sure about what to do 
after graduation? 
On the fence between a 
career and graduate school? 
How would time out for a 
14-month experience work-
ing with troubled adoles-
cents fit into-yoo:r:Auture? 
14 months in which to 
become immersed in every 
aspect of working with. 
troubled youth and their 
families. 
In return for all that energy 
and .investment, KEY pro-
vides training and supervi-
sion and ·a team system of 
case management. All . the 
skills needed for providing 
direct care to young people 
are included. After ten 
months, outplacement servi-
ces begin. The casewor~er is 
trained in resume writing, the 
job search, and interviewing 
skills. The saJary is competi-
tive and Agency benefits are 
excellent. 
Key is a private, non-profit 
human service agency with 
outreach, residential and fos-
ter care programs through-
out Massachusetts and in 
North Providence, Rhode 
Island. 
Please send resume to The 
KEY Program, Inc., 670 Old 
Connecticut Path, Fra-
mingham, MA 01701. 
KEY is an Affirmative 
Action, Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
Carol Daiker's Flowers 
63 Main Street -
Bridgewater, Ma. 
697 - 9498 
Bring us your ticket 
and you will receive a free 
-Carnation Boutonniere 
The KEY Program, Inc., 
offers a work experience 
geared to professionals in the 
human service field. KEY 
offers the opportunity to test 
the waters of direct care ser-
vice to adolescents ~ho need 
lots of attention and struc- · 
tured care. KEY ·recognizes 
that the level of involvement 
in a job of troubled youth is 
an intense experience which 
can produce much good 
work, much learning, and 
much growth. Experience 
has taught us at KEY that 
Girl Scout Cookies 
Raise Concern 
Corsages 
- optimal good work, learning 
and growth, both personal 
and prof.essJonal, can be sus-
tained just so long before 
workers are ready to explore 
other opportunities: gradu-
ate school, a different client 
population, a new career. 
Therefore, the day we hire a 
caseworker we also set the 
termination date. 
The caseworker then has 
"I wish I knew 
how I felt 
about being 
~-}{,,w···~Pregnant. 
If you're facing an unwanted 
pregnancy, it's normal to have 
very mixed feelings. But talking 
to a Preterm counselor can help 
you figure out what you truly 
want. Call today. Because if you 
don't decide, your body will. 
Preterm. 738-6210. 
~reterm 
The most experienced 
reproductive health care center 
' in the Northeast. 
1842 Beacon Street 
Brookline. MA 02146 
A licensed non-profit health care facilit)-. 
Teen Counseling Se Habla Espanol 
GRADUATING SOON? 
Taunton ...... South-
eastern Massachusetts Girl 
Scouts are concerned that 
national media reports of iso-
lated incidents of tampering 
with boxes of Girl Scout coo-
kies will needlessly affect 
their current cookie sale. 
. "We have contacted Girl 
Scouts of the USA," said 
Dorothy E. McCarthy, Execu-
tive Di rector of the Plymouth 
Bay Girl Scout Council, "and 
have been told that there is 
no rec:i.son to suspect that 
'these are anything other than 
isolated incidents." 
Concern arose after 
national media released 
information about metallic 
objects being found in boxes 
of Girl Scout cookies. · 
McCarthy also said, "on 
Monday we talked with Bill 
Bayers;· Pr~sident . of Little 
Brownie Bakers, our cookie 
supplier. He told us that in the 
past two weeks alone over a 
million boxes of Girl Scout 
cookies were delivered to 
Patriot's Trail Girl Scout 
Council in Boston, 700,000 
boxes went to New Hamp-
shire, 700,000 to Spar & Spin-
dle Girl Scout Council 
(outside Boston), and 
200,000 to the Worcester area 
- not one tampering incident 
occurred." 
According to McCarthy, 





the incidents show that the 
objects were poked through 
the boxes after the cookies 
had been packaged. 
The Plymouth Bay Girl 
Scout Council depends on 
the cookie sale for fifty-four 
percent of its operating 
budget. In addition, 19,000 
Girl Scouts in over 1,000 Girl 
Scouts throughout Sou-
theastern Massachusetts 
depend on their troop profits 
from the sale for their troop 
activities .. 
DUKAKIS (from p. 1) -------------
_ "In other words," said 
McCarthy, "without th~ pro-
ceeds from the cookie sale, 
Girl Scouting in Southeast-
ern Massachusetts would be 
seriously jeopardized. We 
hope the public realizes the 
national media reports are of 
totally isolated incidents, and 
that the thousands of people 
who have supported the Girl 
Scouts here for the past 23 
years will continue to do so." 
centage to the total educa-
tional costs, or something 
that people will understand 
and know wh~t it is about. 
And I think that is a good 
thing, bec;ause it is high time 
-we did that kind of a policy. 
I've pointed out to the 
Regents that I want to see 
students involved in helping 
to make that policy. I think it 
could be a better policy if the 
students are involved. But, 
. there has been no increase in 
what, the last year, year and a 
half,. two years?" 
Comment: "So, the tuition 
increases then are not reflec-
tive ot perceived budget 
deficits?" 
Dukakis:. "Welf, to some 
extent. Tuition has got to 
keep pace with increases in 
educational costs, otherwise 
we ·can't provide the dollars HOUSE AVAILABLE 
MAY 1st. 
Room~ for 6 students within 
1/ 4 mi. from campus 
$180 - single occupancy 
$160 - double occupancy 
Kitchen facilities & utilities 
included 
1 that .we would lik~ to. But, I 
would just w·ant to make sure 
that those i,ncreases are 
based on criteria that stu-
dents can understand and 
their parents can understand, 
and that we all agree on. I do 
think that a percentage of 
Some off street parking available 
1 educational costs is a good 
697 - 3639 
..__ ............ ~Ask for Alan ____ , 
way to go about that, and I 
want to make, sure that stu-
dents are involved in those 
decisions before we make 
them." 
Comment: "(Many) of the 
students here a very disap-
pointed that you cout'dn't 
make graduation .... " 
Dukakis: "I'm sorry, I'll 
make it up to you next year. 
It's oh a holiday weekend, 
and I promised my family to 
take them away." 
were going to a cookout--
is that true?" 
Dukakis: "No, I've got a few 
obligations to my family that I 
care about. If I can't do it this 
year, I'll do it next year. If we 
got in on it earlier we could 
have rearranged the date. I 
just couldn't do it." 
Comment: "Do you feel 
that John Kerry is a good · 
selection for the speaker?" 
Dukakis: "John Kerry-
... John Kerry ... ?" 
Comment: "Lt.Gov. John 
Kerry?" 




rate. He's going to be great." 
Comment: ''Do you see any 
problem occuring with some 
(people) that Kerry is a politi-
cal . {candidate) running for 
office?" 
Dukakls: "I don't th.ink so. 
You know, sooner or later we_ 
al I seek elected office. But I 
think he will be a very good 
Commencement speaker, 
and I think he will have some 
good things to say." 
Comment: '*Thank-you 
very much for your time." -, 
Dukakis: "Thank-you, (it 
was) a pleasure." 
••••••••••••••••••••••• . . . . 
! FOOSBALL TABLE : 
: Excellent Cond. • 
. - : 
: $300 / or best off er , : 
. . 
• Call 238-1810 after6 p.m.: 
············~·········· 
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity dnd flexibility 
ore as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping 
the.world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas 
Comment: "Wei I, there was 
a rumor circulating that you 
IS THERE LIFE AFTER COLLEGE? 
_ of food production, energy conservation, education, economic 
development and health services. And they'll tell you about 
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas .. They'll 
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love. 
PEACE COl\PS 
SENIOR INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON 
APRIL 10, FROM.9:00 TO 3:00, IN THE OFFICE 
OF CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT. 
PEACE CORPS, ~oom 1405, McCormack POCH, 
Boston, MA 02109. (617) 223-6366~ 
I 
ANNOUNCING A SPECIAL SENIOR SEMINAR: 
To be held on: ~uesday, April 24, 10:30 AM-12:00 Noon, in the Student Union Council 
Chambers. T op1cs for discussion will in dude: · · --
· -Preparing for interviews · 
~r,irst ~obs: .Will I· fin~ a job? Wha.t wi!l it .be like? Are m~ expectations Realistic? 
Leav_mg the Womb - The psycholog1cal impact of graduating from college. How will 
my hfe change? 
SENIOR·SEMINAR IS SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE·OF 
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT and THE COUNSELING. CENTER 
*Sign-up sheets are available inside the Career Planning & Placement Office in the 
Student. Union, and outside the Counseling Center, first floor of the Grove St. Bldg. 
~ ) 
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Finding the Right Faculty for 
Graduate School 
It is generally agreed that 
the talent of the faculty 
becomes more critical to 
your education in graduate 
school. Not only must gradu-
ate faculty members possess 
a greater degree of expertise 
than undergraduate teachers 
but one member must work 
closely with you as your advi-
sor. This becomes especially 
important when your thesis 
. or dissertation is considered. 
You'll want a teacher with 
both an understanding of 
your chosen subject and 
enthusiasm for it. 
Ideally, your search for a 
faculty that suits your needs 
should begin as soon as 
you've selected an under-
graduate major. During 
assigned or research read-
ings, notetheauthorsofvalu-
able articles and whether or 
not they are connected to a 
college or university. Ask 
present instructors if they 
have associates at other 
schools with interests similar 
to yours. 
One effective way to begin 
searching, for the ideal 
faculty is to consult the 
appropriate volume of Peter-
son's Annual Guides to Grad-
uate Study. In the Guides, 
many schools, departments, 
and programs list all 
members of their faculty, the 
universities from which they 
received their degrees, and 
••••••••••••••••••••••••imthe areas of their specializa-
April Class Officers Elections 
The following positions will be open. Any member of the class 
is eligible to run. 
tion. For example, if you're 
interested in writing novels 
and short stories, the Univer-
sity of Miami's English 
department wants you to 
know that Nobel laureate wri-
ter Isaac Bashevis Singer is a 
member of its faculty. If your 
particular focus is the mech-
anism of replication of RNA 
tumor viruses, in Harvard's 
· biophysics department Dr. 
William Haseltine is working 
on just that. 
Early research during your 
undergraduate education 
can reveal not only graduate 
programs suited to your 
needs but interesting con-
centration areas within those 
programs that can aim your 
studies toward right now-
HELP WANTED 
Distribute advertising materials on 
college campuses. 30 hours per month. 
Need car. Write: 
College Distributors 
33 Pebblewood Trail 
Naperville, II 60540 
p;;7N~~~END!1 
f I'll type _your term paper, thesis, I 
i man~script w/ cover letter: prompt i j service - reasonable rates. I 
L.-.::~1..:=.i!. ~..!54.!. _ J 
ALTERATIONS 
SEWING *MENDING 
Hagen · 697 - 8875 
·Call after 10 a.m. 








MuseullJ of Science 
Offers Computer Courses 
















Boston's Museum of 
Science announces a series 
of summer courses flexible 
enough to fit most student's 
plans. The first of the series 
begins June 25. 
dents enjoy because the computer language for this 
instruction is self-paced, with course. It is given only as a · 
one student to a computer.· three-hour daily course two 
The language taught ·is weeks long. The fee is $210 
BASIC. for Museum Members and 
If the course is taken on a $230 for non Members. 
The Museum's Computer-
Place offers a cnoice of daily 
daytime courses lasting two 
daily basis, the fee is $21 O for For more information, call 
Museum members and $230 ComputerPlace Registrar at 
for non-Museum members. (617) 227-4634. 
Nomination papers will be available on Thursday, April 5, weeks (30 instruction hours) 
l984. They must be returned to the S.G.A. office, 3rd floor of and given either in the morn-
The fee for the once-a-week 
course is $50 for Museum 
the Student Union Building no later than 5:00.p.m. Thursday, ing or the afternoon, or once-
a-week courses lasting five 
members and $60 for non-
Museum members. TEST YOURSELF 
April 12th. weeks (71h hours) and given 
The primary election will be held on Thursday, April 26, and . during the week as well as on 
Friday, April 27, 1984. Saturday. 
PASCAL, the second 
course offered this summer, 
is widely used in colleges. 
c·omputerPlace recom-
mends, but does not require, 
a prior experience in another 
Can you manage your time 
productively? Work 2-4 hrs/wk 
consistently? Are you success-
or i en t e d? Self-motivated? 
Marketing position available on The final election will be held Thursday, May 3rd and Friday, Computing Creatively is ~M•a•y~4t8h8·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ bothaget-acquaintedcourse 
and one that advanced stu-
campus. 1-800-243-6679 
Announcing the opening of our newest 
COMICS, SPORTS CARDS and COLLECT ABLES 
shop in downtown Brockton! 
Both our Quincy and new Brockton stores feature: 
• All New Comics - We get 'em fastest and we get 'em all! That's 
· '.Vtarvels, [).C's and every "independent" publisher including many com-
ics that do not appear on newstands. New arrivals are on our racks 
four days after printing! · 
• Three Monfhs On· Display_ - We keep the last three issues of every ti-
t~e on our racks at cover price at all times! Everything from "hot stuff' 
like SECRET WARS #1 to. limited dfstribution comics that can't be found 
anywhere. We'll keep new #1's out tor six monthst Nobody else does 
that! · 
• Tons Of Back Issues - Old and recent Marvels DC's and others near-
ly all priced at ''Guide" or less. No rip-off prices in o\.Jr stores! And we 
re·sto~k constantly from our huge inventory so lf you don't see that 
back issue you wont today, you'll be sure. to find it tornorrow! 
~ Rare Old Co!"ics - We carry a fascinating line of golden age and 
silver age comics. Our contacts on the comic convention circuit 
enable us to obtain many scarce items for the discerning collector. 
• Bas~ball & Sports ~ards - New. and old we feature an extensive 
selection - from the first· Rose card to the Strawberry rookie. We sell 
packs, boxes, commons, stars from every line! 
• Dr. Who, Star Trek & science Fiction - We carry ·a wide variety of 
paperbacks, magazines and related materials .. 
• Games - lots of challenging, hard-to-find fun games like "Cosmic En· 
counters", "Car Wars" and others. In-store games are played and a . 
tournament is planned for this summer. 
• Supplies - Bags, boxes, cardsheets, etc. - we got. We're an official 
distributor of Bill;Cole's line of mylar bags and acid-free supplies. And 
our prices are always less than list! 
• Specials - Every ~eek we put comics out at special prices. Recent 
examples: Moon Knight 1 @ $1.50, Star Wars 1 @: $4.00, Marvel Universe 
1 @ $2.25 and many hot back issues at cover price! 
• Sales - No one should miss our regular,. mind-boggling Super Store -
Wide Sales when everything gets discounted Big! 
• FRIENDLY & KNOWLEDGEABLE SERVICE - Our e111ployees are collec-
tors themselves and know what you're looking for. They understand 
comics & cards and, what's more., love to talk collecting, We en-
courage them to do that. We don t rush our custome;s in and out the 
door! 
224 MAIN STREET, BROCKTON 
In the heart of Brockton Center near the Belmont Street intersection. We're right behind the main downtown terminal for all "BAT" 
buses. From Bridgewater State, take the college bus to Shaw's Market on the Brockton line and then BAT bus No. 2 ( Campello) into town! 
Lots of parking in the area. 
! 
GRAND OPENING SALE 
STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 30th AT 10 A.M. and RUNS TEN STRAIGHT 
DAYS thru SUNDAY, APRIL 8th! Big discounts on everything in the store! 
GIVEAWAYS, ORA.WINGS & SPECIALS EVERYDAY! 
·call _583-2404 For More Info 
0 
Thursday, April 5, 1984 The Comment 
Buy a pair of Jensen® J1365 
6"x9" Tria><® Speakers by 
May 5th, 1984. 
You'll get an additional pair 
of speakers absolutely free. 
Jensen and Triax are the registered trademarks of International Jensen, Inc .. : an Esmark Company. 
© 1984 International Jensen, ln'c. · 
Buy a pair of our fabulous 
J1365 611 X9" Triax Speakers,. and 
we'll send you a pair of Jensen 
High Power Dual Cone Speakers 
absolutely free. Take your choice 
of the J1350 3V2 11 size or the J1435 
4''x6" speakers.You'll get up to a 
$37.95 value, free! (Manufacturer's 
suggested list price.) . 
Here's all you do!Justsaveyour 
proof of purchase from the J1365 
6" x911 Triax Speaker box and a copy 
of your sales receipt from any · · 
·Jensen dealer. Then send them 
along with the coupon prov.ided 
to receive your free HighPower 
Dual Cone Speakers. 
When it's the sound that moves 
you, make your move to Jensen 
speakers. 
.------------------------r------:---~-------------, 
Jensen products ca~ be purchased at: 
Creative Car Stereo & 
Security Systems 
72 Union St. 
Ashland, MA 
Custom Car Radio 






491 Riverside Ave. 
Medford, MA 
Rich's Car-Tunes 
204 Dexter Ave. 
Watertown, MA 
Audiosonics 
159 Massachusetts Ave. 
·Arlington, MA 
Trolley Stereo 
364 Trapele Rd. 
Belmont, MA 
YDI Electronics . 
40 Franklin St. 
Needham, MA 





I Enclosed is my proof of purchase from a box of Jensen® I 
I J1365 6" x9" TriaXID Speakers. . . · I 
I Send me my choice of Jensen High Power Dual Cone I 
I Speakers, absolutely free: I 
·
1 
J1350 3112'' D OR J1435 4'1x6" 0 I 
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for .delivery. 
I Name I 
I l 
·I Address I 
· I City State---Zip I 
I Send along with proofof purchase and sales receipt, dated I on or before May 5th, to: I Jensen Car Audio, Department 500 I 
I 4'136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, IL 60176 I 
Pro Sound 
1268 Broadway 
Saugus, MA Auto Sound North I Coupon must be postmarked by May 19th, '1984. . I 
Reliable Protective Systems 169 Main St. I JENSEN I 
471 Highland Ave. Stoneham; MA I ci1.R i1.umo l 
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By Lawrence Allen night making up alternate did not reject them, but 1 felt 
lessons for these two stu- sorry for them. It's fine for 
I had two Jehovah Witness 
students in my classroom. I 
bring this point up because 
the Senate recently rejected 
an amendment to permit 
organized spoken prayer in 
the nations public schools. 
The vote was 11 votes short 
of the two thirds majority 
needed for passage of a con-
stitutional amendment. I'm 
glad that it did not pass. I 
agree with Senator Paul 
Tsongas who said that "devo-
tional exercises are more 
appropriate in one's church 
or in the privacy of one's 
home than in public institu-
tions." If school prayer was 
allowed, what would follow? 
Maybe the two students I 
~ad, one boy anG one girl, 
influenced my viewpoint on 
this issue. On my very first 
morning of studentteaching I 
was nervous like all other stu-
dent teachers. An hour 
before school started, I had 
an_ unexpected meeting with 
the mother of th·e boy. During 
the hour she explained things 
which her son ·could and 
could not do in the class-
room. He could not salute the 
flag, nor could he participate 
in birthdays, holidays, 
science, drama, art, music, or 
gym. Unfortunately, many 
Holidays, such as Halloween 
Thanksgiving and Christma~ 
occurred during my student 
teaching. I often had to spend 
an extra hour or two each 
dents. A couple of times, their every family to have a reli-
parents complained when I gion, but I feel that it should 
made the mistake of giving · not be forced on a child as 
them a worksheet with a holi- strongly as it was with these 
day theme. Some lessons, two. In addition, their religion 
such as gym, I could not interfered too -much with 
modify. These two students their education. 
often had to sit in the class- I noticed that even. in a 
room while their classmates class picture this boy never 
were outside in gym. smiled the whole time I knew 
I'm sorry to say that these him. On the last day of 
two students did not do too school, we held a Christmas 
well. The boy constan!ly Party, and I gave small gifts to 
looked for attention and each child. The day before 
would often talk out in class the party, I gave both of these 
or cause some kind of trou- students a gift, knowing that 
ble. The girl became isolated they would miss going to the 
because all her classmates party. When I gave the boy 
rejected her. · his gift, he smiled for the first 
I want to emphasize that I time. 
4 Broad Street, Bridgewater, Ma. 
For that Speciql Evening 







WE'LL PAY YOU TO GEllNTO 
. · SHAPE T"IS SUMMER. 
If you have at least 
two years of college left, 
', you-<;:an spend six weeks at 
. our Army ROTG Basic . 
Camp this~ummer and earn 
approximately $600. 
. And if you qualify, you 
can.enter the ROfC2- . 
Year Program this fall and 
receive up to $1,000 a year. 
. But the big payoff 
happens on graduation day. 
That's when you receive 
an officer's commission. 
So _get your body in 
shape (not to mention your 
bank account). 
Enroll in Army ROTC. 
· For more information, · 
contact your Professor of 
Military Science. 
ARMY ROTC. 
···· · BEALLYOU CAM BE. 
'.cl Dav~~~own 
238-108f X-365 
r----~------------~-~---, I ~ ~ SGA~- -· I 
s A . ~ 
l pr1/ l 
~ ~ 
I Elections l ~ ."; ~ " § 
~ . § 
fThe fo~lowing positions will be open. Any undergraduate hav-§ ~mg pard the S.G.A. fee is eligible to run. § 
~ Student Trustee § 
r President S 
/ 1st Vice President S l 2nd Vice President 5 
l Secretary t ~ Treasurer l ~ Assistant Treasurer l ! Senator-at Large · ~ 
r 4 positions 1 j * Any undergrad. may run * l 
! Senator Class of 1985 ~ 
• 4 positions S 
S Must be ·a .member of class § 
~ r 
l Senator Class of 1986 l 
~ 4 positions J ~ Must be a member of class ~ ·~ ~ S Senator Class of 1987 ~ 
~ 4 positions 1 
~ Must be a member of class ~ 
} Nomination papers will be available on Thursday, April s.! 
c 1984. They must be returned to the S.G.A. office, 3rd floor of~ 
Jthe Student Union Building no later than 5:00 p.m. on Thurs-· ~day, April 12th. · ~ ~T~e primary election will be held on Thursday, April 26, and~ ~Friday, April 27, 1984. ~ 




Will be on Campus 
(S.U. Bldg. in front of Bookstore) 
Dates are listed 
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Basketball Still-Alive at BSC 
Baker and Collicott named to ECAC/Runge appointed "Rookie of the Year" 
By Joe Gouveia 
Two ofBridgewater State's 
Lady Bears were recently 
named to the E.C.A.C. 
Women's Division 111 New 
England All Star team. Both 
players were, however, sur-
prised that they had been 
given such a great honor. 
"No one ever mentioned 
it ... no one talked about it...I 
never really thought about 
it," said BSC center Cathy 
Baker, one of those named. 
It should not have come as a 
surprise to her, as Cathy led 
her team in points per game 
(15. 7) and rebounds per 
game (8.0). The t:l ustle that 
Cathy displayed on the court 
helped send the Lady Bears 
to the first round of the NCAA 
regional competition, where 
they lost to Eastern Connec-
ticut State 54-48. 
But Cathy felt differently 
about her talents. "When we 
play another team, they have 
by Douglas Benson 
Joann Runge, a starting 
freshman guard for the 
B.S.C. Women's basketball 
team was recently named the 
1984 E.C.A.C. Division Ill 
New England "Rookfe of the 
Year". 
Her thoughts on how the 
season had gone were optim-
istic, "we had a good team, 
we all worked together. Bo 
(coach Ruggerio) had always 
said that 'there is no I in team, 
no I in team', and that is so 
true". On commenting of 
coach Bo, Joann added, "he 
was always there to help me, 
both in school and on the 
court". 
The 5'7" lady bear guard 
led the team, in assists (95) 
and steals (72). Joann also 
averaged 7 .9 points per game 
in her terrific season. She 
was also a starter in every 
game played this past season 
along with the playoffs. 
Baker sI;ioots~ Callicutt hustles for possible rebound.Donahue photo. See RUNGE p. 23-----
r--__..._..,_ . _, __ 










8-9 am,10-11am,12-1pm,4-10 pm 
8-9 am,11 am'.~ 10 pm. . 
8-9 am, I0-11 am, 12-1 pm, 4-8 pni 
1-4 pm on April 7, 21, 28, May 5, 12 
6-10 pm (CLOSED April 15) 
















8-10 am, 3-10 pm 
11 am.; 10 pm 
8-10 am, 3..:a pm 
1-4 pm on April 7, 21, 28, May 5, 12 
_6-10 pm (CLOSED April 15) 
8-10 am, 12-3 pm, 6-9:30 pm 
f;l-12 pm, 6-9:30 pm 
8-10 all'), 12-3 pm, 6-8 pm 
1-4 pm on April 7, 21, 28, May 5, 12 
6-9:30 pm (CLOSED April 15) 






9 am - •10 pm 
9 am - 8 pm 
1-4 pm on April 7, 21, 28, May 5 




I Starts Off Slow I. By: Lo.ri Nelson . . behind them, the .. team knows . what to concentrate on and 
· I The women's lacrosse should prove to be a very 
· teamgotofftoabadstartthis competitive team this 
I season, losing their opener season. against Smith College Tues- Karen Rapchuck, the start-day in Northampton, 10-4. ing goalie, fended off 12 i Ruth· DeBesse scored two shots on goal. Amy Barton, ! goals for SSC, and Laurie who replaced her in the 
O'Connell scored the -second half, prevented 8 
remaining two. _sue Larson, goals. Both goalies did very 
with one assist, had a very well, and both should see a 
good game as the center. great deal of playing time in 
This is her first season play- the future. 
ing lacrdsse,·and she looks to The team travels to Provi-
be a very promising player. dence College on Saturday, 
BSC played well, consider- · April 7, for their next game. 
ing that many ofthe players The first home game will be 
had no previous game expe- Saturday, April 10,. against 
riences. But with this game Wheaton College. 
Sports writers 
needed to cover 
I -
spring sports! .. 
: 22 . The Comment Thursday, April 5, 1984 · 
~ .................................................................................................................... + 
i INTRAMURAL I 
t • 
• • • • + • I Softball. s· Hockey I 
: Division I Division 11 : 
+ 1. Beer Hunters 9. The Gamblers + 
++ 2. Trojans 10. Wild Piranhas : 
+ Co-Ed Mens 3. Blazers 11. Holey Trojans + 
+ p 4. The Lords 12. Pioneers + 
•
+ Div.ls/on I D201.vlTshloenG/amblers . 56. WW~tlchpe·s 13. Delta Dirty Dozen•+ 
1. The Relatives . · 1 d igs 14. Devastation Inc. + 
: 2. F.R.E.D. Team 21. Sigma Chi 7. Smegma 15. Porcupines + 
+ 3. Hamets 22. B.S.C. T.A.'s . 8. Coffee Achievers 16. Super Stars + 
+ 4 TH TH 23. Squeeze Patrol + + s: The. Dirty Dozen 24. P.E. + 
+ 25 Ls Date Time Div. I Div. II + 6. Maniacal Ne'er-Do-Wells · · · + + Apr 5 3:30 6-8 14 16 + 7. Mastheads 26. The Masters 4:30 2-7 10--15 i . 
: Division 11 Division JI 0 5:30 1-5 9-13 + + 27.Turbo Apr10 3:30 3-5 11-13 t 
+ 8. Return of the Juices 28. Beer Muscles 4:30 4-8 12-16 + 
+ 9· Buds 11 29. The Funnels 5:30 6-7 14:-15 + 
: 10. Fireballers 30. Wistem . Apr 12 3:30 8-3 16-11 •+ 
t 11.MadHatters 31.G-Men 4:30 2-6 10-14 + 
t 12. Wipe-Outs S·.30 1-7 9-15 + 
• 
32. Giant Jolas 
13. Internal Enem!es Apr 17 4:00 5-4 i 3-12 + 
: 14.69ers 5:00 3-7 11-15 + 
• 6:00 1-6 9-14 : 
t R Apr 19 4:00 5-8 13-16 + + Field 1 Field 2 JV Field 5:00 7-4 15-12 + 
: Apr 9 4:00 24-26 20-23 21-22 6:00 3-2 11-10 + 
+ 5:00 1-5 6-7 2-4 Apr 24 4:00 2-5 l0-13 : 
+ Apr 11 4:00 11.:14 8-9 10-13 5:00. 4-6 12-14 t 
·- 5:00 28-30 29-31 27-32 '6 :00 1-8 9-16 • 
: Apr16 4:00 29-32 27-30 28-31 Apr26 4:00 3-6 11-14 : 
• 5:00 1-2 5-7 3-4 5:00 2-8 10-16 • 
• 6:00 20-24 21-23 22-26 6:00 1-4 9-12 • 
+ Apr 18 4:00 11-12 10-14 9-10 May 1 4:00 5-7 13-15 + 
: 5:00 1-3 5-6 4-7 . T·. . 5:00* : 
• 6:00 27-31 28-29 30-32 .. 6:00* • 
+ Apr 23 4:00 27-29 30-31 28-32 May 3 4:00* t 
\ 5:oo 1-1 · 2-s 3-'6 ·s:oo"". • 
f 6:00 12-14 /' 8-11 9-13 6:00 All Star Game • 
•
f Apr 25 4:00 21-25 23-24 20-26 i 
• 
5:00 1-6 2-3 4-5· • 
+ 6:oo 21 _24 25_26 *Denotes Make Up games + 
t Apr 30 4:00 8-14 9-12 11-13 : 
+
• 5:00 20-25 22-25 23-26 • Playoffs will include top four 
+ 6:00 13-14 8-12 10-11 s teams in each division. First + 
+ May 2 4:00 2-7 3-5 4-6 place team will play ~he fourth : i 5:00 · 22-25 . · - place team, while the secqnd + 
t place. team will play the third + 
+ place team. : 
+ · May 7 Playoffs . Playoffs will begin on May 10th. + 
_ t May 9 - Finals . · · · •a. 
L - ••••••••••••• ... ••••••••••••••••••••• 
_ ................................. ~ ...................................... .. 
. j Spring Schedules 
Spring Track Schedule Men's Tennis Schedule 
Men's Baseball Schedule Women's Softball Schedule Men and Women Apr. 5 Lowell A 3:00 
Mar. 31- Apr. 6 U Mass/Boston A 3:30 Mar. 24 Bryant College Relays MW 7 S.M.U. w 1:00 
Apr.1 Stonehill 8 North Adams A DH 1:00 Smithfield, RI 10 Stonehill H 3:00 
10 Barrington H DH 3:30 31 Westfield State Relays M/W 12 Hellenic H 3:00 Tournament A 
Boston College A DH. 3:30 14 Nichols H 2:00 7· Curry H DH 1:00 12 Westfield, MA 19 Curry A 3:00 14 Framingham A DH 1 :00 Apr. 7 Stonehill MiW 8 North Adams A DH 1:00 16 S.M.U. H DH 1:00 U.Mass/Boston (at BSC! 25 R.l.C. A 3:00 11 E.N.C. A 3:00 18 Stone hill H DH 3:00 SMU Invitational MIW 26 E.N.C. A 3:00 14 14 Framingham A DH 1:00 20 Westfield H DH 1:00 So. Dartmouth, MA 28 Salve Regina A 1:00 
16 . M.M.A. H DH 12:00 24 R.l.C. A DH 3:30 May 1 U.Mass/Boston A 3:00 -\.~· 3:30 17 BC Re~ays 
M/W 5 Plymouth State H 1:00 18 Eastern Conn. A 7:00 25 ·Mt. Holyoke H DH 18 BC Relays M/W 
20 Westfield H 1 :00 28 Worcester H DH 1:00 19 BC Relays M/W Coach: Steve Novak 
21 Salve Regina H DH 1:00 29 Fitchburg H DH 1:00 21 BC Relays M/W 
25 J?abson A 3:00 May 1 Holy Cross H DH 3:30 28 Fitchburgh State M Women's Lacrosse Schedule 3 M.M.A. .. H DH ... 3~30 28 Worcester· H DH 1:00 5 Salem A DH 1:00 MASCAC Meet Mar.31 Mt. Holyoke H 1:00 29 Fitchburg H DH 1:00 28 Tri-State Championship ,w 
.:\pr. 3 Smith College A 3:30 
~ May 2 Stonehill A 3:00 Head Coach: Dede Enabenter At R.LC. 7 Providence A 12:00 
5 s·alem A DH 1:00 Assistant: Bob Denise . May 5 New Englands, Bowdoin M 10 Wheaton H 3:30 
8 Nichols A 3:30 5 New Englands - TBA w 12 Tufts H 3:30 
9 U.Mass/Bostor H 6 New Englands- TBA 
w 19 Plymouth State A 3:30 3:30 Men's Golf Schedule 12 Fitchburg Easterns w 23 Pine Manor. A 4:00 11 R.l.C. A 3:30 Apr. 5 S.M.U. A 1 :00 13 Division 111 26 Springfield A 3:30 
Glen Chatterton 10 Hellenic 
A 1 :00 Fitchburg, MA 28 Wellesley H 1·00 
-,~ Head Coach: 12 Salve Regina A 2;00 21 NCAA Carleton College M May 1 Holy Cross H 3:30 Assistant: Ron·McCarth~ 19 M.l.G.A. A thru Northbridge 4 Colby A 4:30 
...... ~ 26 Mass Open 26 Minnesota 5 Bowdoin A 2:00 
¥" M.MA A 2:00 Head Coach: John Laverty Head Coach: Mary Lou Thimas 4 Nichols A 1 :00 Assistant: Bill MacKinnon Assistant: Mary Ann DeMello 
Coach: Bob Day 
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OLD GOLONY YMCA 
New BSC 
Coaches 
4.0 MILE TRI-') FUN RUN L~-;,l',,,,i 
AND/OR ROAD RACE ·:dt;? .i-'F --
··•.J ,.:,~-:-.-~' .:.;..:...':"I- -...~11&1.~7\!l!lllW!: 
Saturd·ay, Apri I 7, 188-4 
by Joe Gouveia ~HERE: 10:0Q 8.nl. 
With t~'e· 1984 spring ~ 
sports season just getting · ASSEMBLE AT THE EAST BR!DGEWATER YMCA, 
under way, it may be interest- EAST BRIDGEWATER. ROUTE 106, 
ing to note that this year's 
start is rather unique as 
opposed to last year's. On 
March 26th, Athletic Director 
Bo Ruggiero announced six 
new coaching appointments. 
So as the season truly starts 
anew, it will be interesting to 
see how these new ~oaches 
will perform on th'eir new 
jobs. 
Three of the appointments 
were for new head coaches. 
Glen Chatterton is now head 
coach of men's oaseball, 
Andrea Enabenter for 
women's softball and Steve 
Novak for men's tennis. The 
other three new staff 
members are all on as assist-
ant coaches. ·They are Aon 
McCarthy for men's baseball, 
Bob Denise for women's soft-
ball, and Mary Ann DeMello 
for women's lacrosse. 
ALL OLD COLONY YMCA MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE. 
AWARDS: 
THE OLD COLONY Y DIVISIO~ WITH THE LOWEST TOTAL SCORE 
WILL BE AWARDED THE VICTOR'S TROPHY FOR THE REMAINDER 
OF 1984. . 
. NOTE: 
·ALL PART! CI PANTS SHOOtD ASSEMBLE DRESSED AND READY TO GO 
AT THE E.AST BRIDGE~Ai\~R ·y AT 9 :30 A.M. THE DAY OF THE RACE. 
' 
' 
ECAC (from p. 21)-------------=-: 
to stop our whole team, not 
just one of us," she said. 
Also named to the team 
was 5'10" senior forward 
Jody Callicutt, also an out-
standing tearo player. "I was 
surprised," Callicutt said. 
"Cathy shouldn't have been." 
Callicutt, who feels that her 
game is not as good as many 
think it is, commented on 
being named to the team, 
"Something must have stuck 
in their heads about my play~ 
It sure wasn't my stats." 
"There was a major 
improvement over the year," 
Callicutt continued, referring 
to the role coach\ Bo Rugge-
rio played in the team's suc-
cess. "If not for that 
improvement, none of this 
would have happened." 
Cathy Baker added, "He'd 
yell at me ... he'd. yell at us so 
much. Him yelling at us paid 
of .'' 
Both· Cathy and Jody 
deserve this coveted honor. 
Jody, modest as she may be, 
displayed superb leadership 
as the team's captain, and 
any team member, even 
coach Bo, will agree with 
that. Cathy, a junior, still has 
next year to see· what she can 
possibly do to top off this 
year ... we're sure she'll think 
of som'3thing .. 
Most interesting to watch 
for will be men's baseball and 
women's softball. Both teams 
have a new head and assist-
ant coach. The enti re:reign of 
leadership has been handed 
over to new hands. Although 
both . lacrosse and:: tennis 
CATEGOR . l.ES: 
Runge (from p. 21)1--------------------------
... have ·only one trarisitional 
/change, their season should 
also be interesting, es are all 
•uND~R .. 25 YEARS 
~25-39· ·YEARS 
~40-54 YEARS 
il55 YEARS AND OVER 
sports here at B.S.C. 
~, l'il\I) ·1jjqvQ•~·--~~~i41i,AiQ:"· J,•~+":JJ::;.;i,,:,, 
spring should lie ahead of us. 
Let's hope that good ..ol' 
B.S.C. can provide such 
excitement here on. campus 
once again. As an optimist, 
I'm sure they will! See you at 
the 1984 B.S.C. 1 spring 
games! · 
Wall (from p. 1) ____ _ 
THE TOP 10' F:INISHERS (5 MALE, 5 FEMALE) IN 
EACH DIVISION·WlLL 
COUNT IN SCORING. i 
SUMMER JOB 
Would, then, such a bas-
ketball player be astor.tished 
to receive such an award of 
high stature? "Yes", Joann 
modestly confessed,"! was 
shocked, very very sur-
prised". Receiving the award 
·. t.hat ·she so deserved, she 
does not tal<e. an the credit 
herself (as is the case with all 
the lady bears). 
Joann's high school coach, 
Paul Bregali, is whom she 
credits mosUor her achieve-
ment. "If it wasn't for him", 
Joann states, "I. wouldn't be 
here in the first place". 
Joann, a communications 
major with a 3.0 grade point 
average, took a\ year off 
before coming to· .. B.S.C. to 
earn. ~nough mon~x. to pay 
f?r tuition. JoahnHpnge·typ;..: ···· 
fresyour better thaf1 average 
collegiate athlete· as she 
works hard on both! the court 
and in the classroom~ On top 
of all that, Joann has a great 
personality. '. 
In addition to being Rookie 
.of the Year, Joann 1was also 
Brady·, of Westboro and Wi'I- Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard;anc 
Nantucket have thousands of gctJd 
Shoe (fr9m p. 3) _ _..:._ ________ -":----
liam Seamus Brady, his paying jobs available to stud~ntb sponsor in- the tall. Any dona-
grandson. and teacher~ this summer. ! tions to the Shoe Club will be 
He was a member :of the ADJrectorylistingthesejobsby 9.reatly appreciated. Our 
Estuarine Research Associa- employer also has housing into soles are we. ari ng thin I! 
and job application forms. ; tion, the Entomolgy Society We noticed quite a few tans 
of America, the Society of Foranimmediatecopyofthe around the Shoe. Treasurer 
1984 Directory, send $3.00 
Sigma Chi and the Nor- (includes 1st Class Postage and Meneses, did you find addi-
theastern Mosquito Control handling) to: tion?I funding from social 
society. He "had also served cAPEcoosuMMERJos suREAu activities perhaps? It was to 
as an advisor to the World Box 594• Room 102 our surprise but the rumors 
Health Organization. ' Barnstable, MA 02630 were true. Secretary Wallin 
. r:OU;~EAS;~RN·~ASS:CHU:ETT:. iNl~:RSl;:i1 ~ UNIVERSITY~~ MoNTRE,k U 
~ . THIRD ANNUAL ! · .·~· 
n SUMMER STUDY in FREN~H . n
1
. 
u~ "•<'~< 1 aune 18 • 27, 1984 I ~u 
Sponsored by: I 
i 
DIVISION OF CONTINUING STUDIES · 
For Inf~rmation Contact: ' 
DR. YOKEN 999-8335 or 994-4212 ft 
.L.. . ... "" "* .,M • ., .. ~ £11'" mc::::!I 
was sighted in ·~ dress. 
Another Hollywoool.attempt? 
We hope that all of you had a 
good vacation. We\ did, but 
we missed having th~ chance 
to keep an eye on \you--
next'week, our investigations 
on what you did during your 
·vacation will be c~mplete. 
Beware and Be quiet because 
The Shoe prints alf ! ! 
the starting point guard in the 
New England Women's Bas-
ketbal I Association 
(NEWBA)All-Star game and 
a member of the 1983-84 
Eastern Collegiate Athlet'lc 
·con·terence fECAC) team. 
Joann is from North 
Quincy, MA. With three years 
left here at B.S.C., Joann 
looks like she has an exciting 
career ahead of her, on the 
cqurt and off. Let's all hope,to 





Every Tues. & Thurs 










PLACE: ·s.G.A. OFFICE 
or COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
To ALL B.s.c: STUDENTS: 
FREE LEGAL· ADVICE 
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Canada's.Bear of Beers 
is here! 
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes 
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew. 
An authentic Canadian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor 
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here! 
,,., .. 
CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS 
Imported by Vc;:i.n Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 
